TOWN OF NEWINGTON
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
October 19, 2021 - 7:00 P.M.
This meeting will be presented as a Zoom Webinar/Meeting. Information on how to attend
will be posted on the Town website at: https://www.newingtonct.gov/virtualmeetingschedule
AGENDA

I. CALL TO ORDER
II. ROLL CALL
III. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS

(each speaker limited to 2 minutes)
IV. ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES
A. ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES
Documents:
NEWINGTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES (9-2121).PDF
V. PUBLIC HEARING
A. Application #2021-23, For Construction Activities In The Regulated Area At 35, 67, & 69
Culver Street And 258 Deming Street, Applicant: AR Building Company, Inc., Owner:
RDTHREE LLC., Contact: The Bongiovanni Group, Inc.
Documents:
2021-23 STAFF REPORT.PDF
2021-23 APPLICATION SCAN.PDF
2021-23 OWNERS CONSENT.PDF
2021-23 NARRATIVE.PDF
2021-23 WETLANDS ASSESSMENT.PDF
2021-23 PLANS REDUCED.PDF
VI. NEW BUSINESS
A. None
VII. OLD BUSINESS
A. Application #2021-20: For Construction Activities In The Regulated Area At 203 Costello
Road, Applicant: Nadeau Brothers Foundation, LLC, Owner: 203 Costello Road, LLC,
Contact: Alan Bongiovanni.
B. Application #2021-23, For Construction Activities In The Regulated Area At 35, 67, & 69
Culver Street And 258 Deming Street, Applicant: AR Building Company, Inc., Owner:
RDTHREE LLC., Contact: The Bongiovanni Group, Inc.
VIII. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS
( each speaker limited to 2 minutes )
IX. COMMUNICATIONS AND REPORTS

Culver Street And 258 Deming Street, Applicant: AR Building Company, Inc., Owner:
RDTHREE LLC., Contact: The Bongiovanni Group, Inc.
VIII. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS
( each speaker limited to 2 minutes )
IX. COMMUNICATIONS AND REPORTS
A. Agent Communications
B. Town Council Liaisons Communications
C. Pond Life Research And Education
X. ADJOURNMENT
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This nieeting was presented as a Zoom Webinar/Meeting
I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Sadil called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

II.

ROLL CALL
Ben Ancona III
John Bachand (7:10 p.m.)
John Casasanta (7:30 p.m.)
Bemadette Conway
Alan Paskewich
Andreas Sadil
Jeff Wagner
Also present:
Renata Bertotti, Town Planner
Erik Hinckley, Inland Wetland Agent
Gail Budrejko, Town Councilor
Susan Gibbon, Recording Secretary
Chairman Sadil: Point oforder, I did see Mr. Paskewich earlier.
S. Gibbon: I see Jeff is here as well.
Commissioner Wagner: My mic was off, my bad.
S. Gibbon: Ok, thank you. I did see Alan as well.
E. Hinckley: Alan is back, he is back on.

Commissioner Paskewich: My connection keeps going on and off. I'm in the town hall parking
lot, using the code here at the town hall parking lot.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, so Ms. Gibbon, we'll have Alan Paskewich as present.
S. Gibbon: Ok. Thank you.
E. Hinckley: Mr. Chairman, I believe you are going to have to seat Bernadette because...
Chairman Sadil: I know, this point of ortfer, we will seat Bemadette Conway for John
Casasanta this evening and since Commissioner Lavariere is not here, we will have JeffWagner sit in
for secretary. Erik, does Jeffhave...does Commissioner Wagener have the possible motions tonight?
E. Hinckley: No, but they will be up on the screen.
Chairman Sadil: All right.
Commissioner Wagner: Thank you.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, moving on, Public Participation on Non-agenda items, each speaker
limited to two minutes.
E. Hinckley: Mr. Chairman, I believe we skipped over the acceptance of the minutes.
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Chairman Sadil; No, I thmk that's next.
S. Gibbon: No, that's number four.
E. Hinckley: You're right, my mistake. Sorry.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS
(each speaker limited to 2 minutes)
Chairman Sadil: I've made that mistake. Public Participation, each speaker limited to two
minutes. Renata, do we have anyone on the line waiting to speak
III.

Ms, Bertotti: We do not Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Sadil: All right, we will move on to Acceptance of Minutes from the regular
Conservation meeting ofAugust 17, 2021.
IV.

ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES
A.

MINUTES OF AUGUST 17, 2021 MEETING

Chairman Sadil: Does the commission have any additions, corrections or deletions? See none,
may I have a motion to accept the meeting minutes of the regular meeting of August 17, 2021 as
written.
Commissioner Paskewich: Excuse me. It's Alan Paskewich addressing Commissioner Sadil.
Chairman Sadil: Yep, ok.
Commissioner Paskewich; I have a question for Erik Hinckley on page 5.
E. Hinckley: Ok.
Commissioner Paskewich: Bottom of the page.
E. Hinckley: All right. What's your question?
Commissioner Paskewich: The question is, what type of survey are you referring to.
E. Hinckley: I'mjust reading through the minutes real quick.
Conunissioner Paskewich: Page 5.
E. Hinckley: Right.
Commissioner Paskewich: Page 5, last paragraph, Erik Hinckley. "Yeah and again that's
another reason for him toget a survey going forward..."
E. Hinckley: Oh, it'sjust an updated field survey ofhis property ifhecomes forward with
another application so he can delineate clearly so topographic information and where he wants to put his
building addition,etc. Does that clarify it for you Alan?
Commissioner Paskewich: My connection keeps going on and off here, I don't know why it is.
Can you hear me now?
E. Hinckley: Yes we can.
Commissioner Paskewich: Ok, so I heard he is going to add something to a plan?
E. Hinckley: In the future, if he comes forward with a new application for a building addition
or a deck like he wants to do, I told him he's going to have to get a new updated survey with
topographic information, etc. That's all. Does thatclarify it for you?
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Commissioner Paskewich; Thank you. I don't know if I'm going to be able to remain on this
because I keep going on and off, but I'm gonna try.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, are there any other additions or corrections from the commission? May
I...um, just before, if there are none, before we have a motion to accept the minutes, I've got a
question. Myself, Ben Ancona and Alan Paskewich werepresent at that meeting. Can we pass the
minutes with three votes Mr. Hinckley? Commissioner Wagner, Paskewich and Conway were absent
from the last meeting.
E. Hinckley: That shouldn't be a problem, I don't think.
Chairman Sadil: All right. Conimissioner Ancona, may I have a motion to accept the minutes
as amended from the meeting of August 17, 2021 .
Commissioner Ancona: Yes. A motion to accept the minutes by Commissioner Ancona.
Chairman Sadil: May I have a second from you Alan?
month.

E. Hinckley: Ifyou are uncomfortable and having problems, we canjust table it until next

ChairmanSadil: Yeah, because we have a lack ofvoting here. Unless um... Isee Mr. Bachand
is on theline. Iwas going to seat him next since he arrived late. John, can you hear us?
Commissioner Bachand, can you hear us?
Commissioner Conway: It's Commissioner Conway. Can I make a second to accept the minutes
even though I was not there?
ChairmanSadil: Have you read the minutes and are you comfortable withapproving?
Commissioner Conway: I am.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, so moved. A1I in favor? Aye.
Commissioners: Aye.
ChairmanSadil: Opposed? Ok, so we have myself, Ms. Gibbon. Commissioner Wagner are
you goingto abstain?
Commissioner Wagner: Yes. I'm going to abstain.
Chairman Sadil: Then we have Commissioner Ancona, and then Commissioner Conway, so
we have a three nothing acceptance. None opposed andwe have an abstention from Mr. Wagner.
S. Gibbon: Ok. I have that.
Chairman Sadil:All right. Glad we got that out of the way. All right. Moving on to New
Business. Application ^2021-20: For Constmction Activities In The Regulated Area At 203 Costello
Road, Applicant: Nadeau Brothers Poundation, LLC, Owner: 203 Costello Road, LLC, Contact: Alan
Bongiovanni.
V.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

Application ^2021-20: For Construction Activities In The Regulated Area At 203
CostelloRoad, Applicant: Nadeau Brothers Foundation, LLC, Owner: 203 Costello
Road, LLC, Contact: Alan Bongiovanni.

Chairman Sadil: All right. Is the applicant present?
Alan Bongiovaimi: I am Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Sadil: Please state your name and title for the record please.
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Mr. Bongiovanni: Good evening. Forthe record my name is Alan Bongiovanni, I'm a licensed
landsurv^yQ^tn the state ofConnecticut. I'ni president of The Bongiovanni Group located at 170 Pane
Road h?r? N9WWgton- Tonight I'm representing 203 Costello Road, LLC and Nadeau Brothers
EoundatiQn, LLC in tfie application beforeyou. The subject property is known as 203 Costello Road or
lot number five Costello Industrial Park if the commissioners are aware of this area. This is one of the
last lot? to tie built out on this development. It was originally created in the 80's. This is at the end of
Costello Road as you approach the cul-de-sac on the right hand side. Could I share my screen so that I
can put drawings up or...
E. Hinckley: I believe you...
Ms. Bertotti: You are.-.yes, you are able to share your screen.
Chairman Sadil: Oh, by the way, point of order, can I seat Commissioner Bachand at7:10
May
the record reflect that please.
p.m.
Commissioner Bachand: Just for your information Mr. Chairman, I was here the whole time. I
could hear you talking and I could see myself, you guys couldn't hear me for some reason.
Chairman Sadil: Ijust saw your static photo on the Zoom, sojust let the record show that you
are present and canlisten to the testimony.
E. Hinckley: Yeah, he was here, I saw him early on.
Chairman Sadil: All right. Please continue.
Mr. Bongiovanni: All right. Can everyone see the drawing I have on the screen?
Chairman Sadil: Yes.
E. Hinckley: We can Allen.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Ok, the subject property again is Costello Road on the east side of the culde-sac. It's atend ofthe development and it's 1.7acres. On the property there is, on the north side of
the property there's a smallarea of wetlandsand it's about four hundredths ofan acre and then the
redline going through the property represents the 100 foot regulated or upland review area which
represents about six-tenths ofanacreon the site. A little historical background. This site was
approved, verysimilar towhat you see today, in 2009 by fellow by the nameofRay Gagnon. He never
did develop this site, but this was a site that was previously approved by this commission and planning
andzoning, The proposal we have today very closely mirrors what was approved back in that day. The
proposal for an 8,000 or about an 8,000 square foot building to house Nadeau Brothers Foundation.
Primarily they're work trucks and dump trucksand equipment that they use to go out tosites to support
concrete foundations. The outside storage area, just north ofthe building as proposed, is for the trucks
where they have in trailerswhere they have forms and thingslike that that don't need to be stored
inside. I'm gonna.-.can we...ok, so I've changed the drawing here to show a grading plan. The
property drains, or the topography, is higher on the eastside and it slopes off towards Costello Road.
The regulated area, for the most part, slopes to the north towards the watercourse that's on the Town of
Newington property and drains to the west. The area where all the development takes place actually
drains to the west, southwest towards the cul-de-sac at Costello Road andas we've designed this site,
we've put it two water quality basins that will act...one is detention to slowthe water down and two
renovate storm water prior to entering the storm drainagesystem which ultimately enters the water
course on the property to the north owned by the town and various other entities. The limits ofclearing
that are shown on the planare what exist today; the applicant is not proposing to clear any more trees
from the site. Everything he is proposing to do is within the area that has already been cleared in
preparation of the previous development that was approved for this site. One of the nice things about
the current design, beyond the water quality structures, storm water detention and drainages that we've
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created, the design of the outside storage area, working with the town engineer, andour engineer Jim
Cassidy that worked on the project, was that we designed this so that it's a six inch thick mat ofthree
quarter inch stone. That does a few things, rather thanjust specifying gravel or using something that
becomes impervious over time. Using three quarter inch stone, it always hasabout a 30 percent void
ration. So the first flush of rain that's going to fall on the site will be captured in the stone and a lot of
it will be allowed to percplate into the ground forground water recharge and natural filtration. The
second thing is that isslows the water down before exiting the site. So rather than your typical
contractor storage yard, this will be aclean stone thatwill function for water quality and storm water
detention as part ofour overall design for the site. The property is going to be served by MDC sewer
and water. There is no proposed disturbance of the wetland itself, our closest area is the comer of the
fence. It is fenced in for security and the outside storage yard is about 40 feet away and it's very similar
to what was approved in the previous application. Thisactually is the plan from 2009 and you'll see
that it very closely mirrors what we're proposing today. We think this is a very reasonable use ofthe
property; the applicant is happy workingwithin the confines of the cleared area for the site. Given his
limited need, this shouldsuffice for him for the foreseeable fudire and we feel again, this is a
reasonable use oftheproperty because we arenot upsetting the wetlands and we are respecting the
upland area and created a drainage and water quality system that will improve conditions from today.
Definitely improve theconditions from what was originally approved.
Chairman Sadil: Mr. Bongiovanni, if I may interrupt.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Yes sir.
Chairman Sadil: So, where is this special gravel that you're referring to? Where is thatlocated
that
on
previous map? Where is that going to be located? In that shaded area there?
Mr. Bongiovanni: This.-.yes, the modeled gray, the lighter gray shaded area, that's the outside
storage area, that'll be all covered with three quarter inch crushed stone.
Chairman Sadil: And that's it?
Mr.Bongiovanni: That's it.
Chairman Sadil: Nothing over that?
Mr. Bongiovanni: Nothingover that. Again, the owner is proposing to live within the limits of
clearing that are onsite. To further protect that there will be six-foot chain link fence installed around
the perimeter ofthe site, butespecially along that border so that it will limit any intrusion in the future
to the upland review area.
Chairman Sadil: What does that ellipse STK stand for? Does that meaning anything?
Mr. Bongiovanni: So that's part of our erosion and sediment control and that's the stockpile
storage, thestockpile area for topsoil during construction before they actually construct the outside
storage area when they strip the site to put the foundation. That's going to be the first thing they do.
They would stockpile topsoil there before takingany excess offsite.
E. Hinckley:And they will have a silt fence around that as well.
Chairman Sadil: Right, was going tosay the erosion control plan, we can go to that later. Just
to understand the runoff, I assume that it's going to runoff to the left into that larger detention pond on
the left and that lower one is feeding that one as well. What feeds that detention...
Mr. Bongiovanni: The lower one captures some of the roof runoff and the side of the property,
the southem side of the property captures it here, the water is conveyed by a pipe undemeath the
proposed driveway to the larger area to the north and then exit out, after it's treated, exits out to the
town drainage system. Ifyou look at the existing contours along our fence line, it's a drainage divide.
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Everything north of that or in the woods drains to the north. Everything south of that line will drain
directly towards the basins so that anything that happens on the site will have to go through our storm
water quality basins and treated and renovated prior to entering the store system.
Chajrman Sadil: When it fmally exists doe that go to MDC or is that going to the wetland to the
left somewhere.
Mr. Bongiovanni: That is, so the MDC is the only sewer water for the town of Newington that
into
fhe town drainage systemthat was designed at the time this development was created to
goes
accommodate development, future development on all these lots so it has been designed to accept this
water. We are going to have no increase in rate of discharge in post-development as we do in the predevelopment condition. It will go into a storm drainage system that will ultimately exit into the water
course that isacmallyon the north, from there it willgo into a town detention basin between Costello
Industrial and the Budney Industrial park to thenorth.
Chairman Sadil: So tell me about the capacity of those two detention ponds. Will there be
standing water in there full time or I guess what's that, how is that designed to work? It gets to a
certain level and then it comes down? How does that work?
Mr. Bongiovanni; So, they will hold the designed storm events for a specified period oftime.
We're not taking into account any infiltration into the groundwhich we typically would enjoy, but for a
factor of safety we don't include that in the design forthis. You'll probably have a foot of water in the
bottom ofthat basin ifnot water went into the ground for maybe a day or so. One ofthe comments that
we are going to add to this plan is the fencing that we show along the parking and the construction or
outside storage yard will actually be changed to encompass the detention basin so that there's no safety
issues. There was a comment brought up ty the town engineer and we've agreed to do that.
Chairman Sadil: So how is that water going to becleaned before it exits out?
Mr. Bongiovanni; So, it'sgoing to go into the water quality basin. The water quality basin is
designed with certain types ofgrasses so that those plants will remove nutrients, remove hydrocarbons,
some will be allowed to percolate into the ground and then as the water rises it will go into a catch
basin through a designed orifice to minimize or meter the flow out of the basin. But basically these are
settling basins and the vegetation that's being planted on the bottom will provide some polishing of
those stormwater discharges prior to exiting the site.
ChairmanSadil; As far as the erosion control plan around the perimeter, is there going to be
hay bales all the way around? What does that look like?
Mr. Bongiovanni: So we proposed the entire perimeter, sorry, I don't see my full ENS plan,
but aroundtheentire perimeter, down gradient, issilt fence. In the roadway, on the existing basins, we
have protection silt sacs in those areas and we also have on the entrance, we've designed the
construction entrance in accordance with the town's specifications and details.
E. Hinckley; The ENS plan is page six ofyour plans that you guys would have received.
Chairman Sadil; Yeah, yeah, Ijust, like I said, I wanted to touch upon it.
E. Hinckley: I will also add that the applicant has submitted plans and they've been reviewed
by the townengineering now twice. I believe theysatisfied 95% ofthe comments I think. The one
about the fence, that was an outstanding comment, so everything has been reviewed internally to verify
the zero increase runoff, etc. for the site.
Chairman Sadil: I'm going to open it up to the rest of the commission if they have any
questions.
Commissioner Bachand: I've got some questions. John Bachand.
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ChairmanSadil: Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Mr. Bongiovanni, the fence is going to bejust around the storage
area, is that correct? Not around the...not at the property line.
Mr. Bongiovanni: No, it's actually gonna, it's gonna be around, ifyou follow my hand...
Commissioner Bachand; Yeah, I saw that around your retention basin too, but it's not going all
the way up to the north property line. Correct?
Mr. Bongiovanni; It's not, it's going to go along the clearing limits, to the east property line,
it's going along the east property line, along the south property line and there's going to be a gate
enclosing the site. You know, security is a big issue today and that's one ofthe reasons.
Commissioner Bachand: Ofcourse, but the way I'm looking at it is I'm glad to see that because
it will discourage encroachment into furtherbeyond into the upland review area. I'd hate tosee that get
filled in andleveled off or something. Then you also mentioned the six inch pad of three quarter inch
crushed stoneand that's commendable as well. I think it's going to be a little problematic for storage
and driving on that because that does get a little loose but if they're willing to do that, it's better than
just a compactedprocess material or something.
Mr. Bongiovanni: That's why we used the three quarter inch stone, it kind of interlocks pretty
good. You know, this isn't a thoroughfare whereyou've got strange drivers. Thisis a small company
that manages their own vehicles and they're mostly parked trailers in that area, so we don't see
disturbance ofthat surface ofany great detail and if therewas it couldprobably raked out and put back
in place.
Commissioner Bachand: No, it wouldn't affect me, but I'mjust saying that it is good for the
recharge as you mentioned Also you mentioned the company, they have a large facility over in Berlin,
are they moving or is thisjust a second facility for them?
Mr. Bongiovanni: This is going to be a second facility. There are a coupleof different
families, Nadeaufamilies in there and I'm not sure if it's a division moving here or different parts of
the family going in their own direction. But it is the same company that's in Beriin or at least the same
family.
Commissioner Bachand; Just one final question. I can't see on the print on here and I didn't
look that closely at the plan, but what's the square footage of the building?
Mr. Bongiovanni: It's about 8,000 square feet.
Commissioner Bachand: All right, thank you. That's it for me.
Chairman Sadil: All right. Would any other conimissioners like to speak?
E. Hinckley: I don't see anyone that's raised their hand at the moment.
Chairman Sadil: Let me just poll the group. Commissioner Wagner do you have any
comments?
Commissioner Wagner: No. No comments.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. Commissioner Ancona,
Commissioner Ancona: No comments, I'm all set.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. Commissioner Conway.
Commissioner Conway: I'm all set. Thank you.
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Chairman Sadil: All right, so the question before the commission this evening is relative to the
ifa public hearing is necessary and warranted. My personal feeling and
hearing,
public
reconimendation js that I was not looking for a public hearing. I think it is a pretty well developed plan.
Byt what are the feelings from the rest of the commission. Commissioner Bachand.
Conunissioner Bachand: I agree with you. It's an industrial park and it's an industrial
application, so I don't see any need for a public hearing.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Wagner.
Commissioner Wagner: I don't see there's a need for a hearing.
ChairmanSadil: Thankyou. Commissioner Conway.
Commissioner Conway: I am in agreement on that.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, so, I guess if there are no further questions, can you put up the motion?
E. Hinckley: I'mjust going to ask, is Alan still around or did he bail out? I don't know ifyou
want to ask him, I don't know ifhe's still...
Chairman Sadil; I didnot see him.
E. Hinckley: Ok.
Chairman Sadil: I'm panning the....
E. Hinckley: Ok, you're right. I don't see him either.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, all right, with that being said, I'm looking for a motion on Application
^2021-23, For Construction Activities In The Regulated Area At 35, 67, & 69 Culver Street And 258
Deming Street, Applicant: AR Building Company, Inc., Owner: RDTHREE LLC., Contact: AIan
Bongiovanni, I think we want to go with Option 2, Mr. Acting Secretary.
E. Hinckley; Yes, ifyou are using OptionZ you can make that motion and vote.
Chairman Sadil: So, um, CommissionerWagner youjust want to read motion two, option two.
Commissioner Wagner: Motion 2. The commission beUeves this activity will have no
significant impact to the regulated area aad/or not be in the best interestof the public therefore
this applicationwill not require a public hearing.
ChairmanSadil: May I have asecond?
Commissioner Conway: I will second that. This is Commissioner Conway.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. Will youcall the roll Ms. Gibbon.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Ancona.
Commissioner Ancona: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Justto be clear, we're voting on the option ofnot having a public
hearing. Correct?
S. Gibbon: Correct.
E. Hinckley: That was the motion made. Correct.
Commissioner Bachand: That is...I vote yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Conway.
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Conunissioner Conway: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Chairman Sadil.
Chainnan Sadil: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Wagner.
Commissioner Wager: Yes.
S. Gibbon: AndAlan is not on. Correct?
E. Hinckley: That is correct.
S. Gibbon: Ok.
Chairman Sadil: So the vote is five nothing.
S. Gibbon: Five yes.
Chairman Sadil: Five yes, no opposed.
E. Hinckley: Correct.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. So we will table this to next month and we expect action at our
October meeting.
E. Hinckley: Correct.
Chairman Sadil: All right. Moving on to New Business, Section B. Application /S/2021-23, For
Construction Activities In The Regulated Area At 35, 67, & 69 Culver Street And 258 Deming Street,
Applicant; AR Building Company, Inc., Owner: RDTHREE LLC., Contact: The Bongiovanni Group,
Inc.
B.

Application ^2021-23, For Construction Activities In The Regulated Area At 35, 67, &
69 Culver Street And 258 DemingStreet, Applicant: AR Building Company, Inc.,
Owner: RDTHREE LLC., Contact: The Bongiovanni Group, Inc.

Chairman Sadil: The applicants are present?
Mr.Bongiovanni: Yes, weare sir.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. Please state your name, address and title for the record please.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Thank you. For the record my name is Alan Bongiovanni, I'm a licensed
land surveyor in the state of Connecticut, my office is at 170 Pane Road, here in Newington. Along
with myselftonight I have Joe Perugini, our civilengineer, with Weston and Sampson. Let mego back
a little bit. I have, onbehalf of the applicant AR Buildmg Company, Emily Mitchell, Construction
Manager forAR Building and Jason Kambitsis, one ofthe principals with AR Building Company. We
also have Jen Benno, out wetland biologist and Scott Stevens, our soil scientist for the prqject. A little
bit about thedeveloper, AR Building Company.It is a family owned, private entity out of Pittsburgh,
they've been in business for about 50 years. Theyown and operate over 9,000 apartments in 10 states.
Currently they have three active projects they built and developed thatare occupied in Connecticut in
New London and Groton. They areworking on the constructionof a 4th prqject in New London as
well. Beyond that they have 650 other units, including this project, various phases ofthe approval
process. This is a developer and owner that acquiresthe property, has it approved, and builds it with
its own forces and subcontractors, their own construction management, Then they own and maintain
these prqjects. They keep these in their own portfolio, they arenot an absentee landlord. They have
fulltime staff at everyone one of their facilities that they build, built and operate and they are a quality
company that I'm proud to be associated with. Their proposal for thissite, I'm going togive you a
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brief introduction as I share the screen. As the Chairman said, it is for 35, 67 and 69 Culver Street into
258 Deming Street and when combined its 26 and a quarter acres as shown on the plan. On the norA is
Deming Street, along the full east frontage is Culver, to the south is Cobblestone Gourt...
Chairman Sadil: I've got to stop you. I do not see your screen sir, Mr. Bongiovanni. I do not
see, ifyou'representing, I do not see it, I still see the town clerk screen,
Mr. Bongiovanni; How about now?
E. Hinckley; There we go.
Chainnan Sadil: There it is. One more point of order, Commissioner Casasanta is now
present. I'll have him seated at 7:30 for Alan Paskewich for the record. Thank you. Please continue.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Thank you. As I was saying, the four properties named in the application
combined total 26 and a quarter acres of land bounded on the north by Deming Street, along the
complete frontage on the east, Culver Street, to the south Cobblestone Court, to the southwest we have
Costello Industrial Park which is just part of previous application, land owned by the town of
Newington andthen to the east, uh to the west, we have thelast lot on Budney Industrial Park and then
the Lowe's home center that is on Deming Street. You can see the parking and driveway all along the
westem boundary or mostofthe western boundary ofourproperty. The property has a mixture of
environmental conditions on the site from land cover, wetlands, and things like that; Jen'sgoing toget
into that. But we've flagged the wetlands for the property. Jen's done herestudy on the property.
We'veshown both the town wetlands and the field identified wetlands and that's on this plan. Jen will
get into a little more detail, there'snot a significant difference between the two ofthem, so we've
chosen to not to a map amendment, but utilizing the value of the actual flag wetlands in the field for the
work we're proposing. This development is proposing 225 units of apartment in five four-story
buildings. We believe this is a very, very modest typeof development for this land. According to
zoning we areentitled to about 762 units from the property. Oneof the things we deal with in land
planning and engineering is economics ofa project andthis is a number that works well for the
developeraswell as doesn't disturb the value assets that this property holds and that is going to be
described in more detail a little bit later. We gave alot of thought to the placement of the roads,
buildingsand improvements on this site and as our presentation goes.you will see that we've taken
great care to avoid any impacts to the wetlands, any impacts to the water coursesand minimal impacts
to the wetlands review area. Having said that, I'm going go over existing conditions plan and let Scott
talk a little bit about the soil types for the property. Scott are youwith us?
Scott Stevens: Sure, can you hear me?
Mr. Bongiovanni: Yup.
Mr. Stevens: Ok, great. I'm Scott Stevens, I'm a registered professional soil scientist with
SoilScienceand Environmental Services out of Rocky Hill and I flagged the wetlands on the property
during January 2021. That includes the three Culver Street parcels and also the Deming Street parcel
for a total of26 acres. Like I said, I flagged the wetlands and water courses and there was flags 1-59 on
the southem side of the site and there's 60-87 in the centralpart of the site and 88-139 on the northern
part of the site by Deming Street. Then there's also a pond, it has pretty steep slopes, so basically the
regulated areas wouldjust be the edge of the water around the pond. I don't think they are proposing
any development right now there anyways. As far as soils, a lot of the soils were
eudifluvence
[sp?] the 109, that's associated with the kind of different drainage classes offloodplain soils along the
water courses, so that was primarily on the northern and southem side and there's also some Walpole,
and Tamika andthe Tamikawould be like a shallow organic in that ponded area in the middle ofthe
site. Upland soil types - you had a lot of reddish colored outwash soils, moderately well and well
drained; EIlington, Brantford, Manchester and then you get into some reddish colored till soils onthe
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southern side of the site, south of the watercourse on that higher elevation area. Over there is
Natchaug, Cheshire, Holyoke, and even some Holyoke rock outcrop shallow, you know, bedrock soils
in certain areas on that site. I don't think there is anything being proposed on the southem side of the
site right now. That is pretty much it. I reviewed all the wetland flags and they pretty much seem to
be appropriately located by the surveyors and plotted onto the A2 survey map. That's about all ifhave,
I'm here ifyou have any questions.
Chairman Sadil: Mr. Stevens, was there any areas ofsoils that were unusual or noteworthy in
inventory
of the area?
your
Mr. Stevens: No, actually everything was pretty straight forward and where you kind ofexpect
them to be, so I didn't come up with anything unusual. I think our firm actually even previously
flagged from like the ponded area in the middle of the site and south of that. I forgot when we did that,
maybe like 10 or 15 years ago, our firm, Tom Petrus actually flagged that previously and some of his
flags on the water course on the southern side of the site, I was actually able to find some of his older
flags and my flagging pretty much correspond with what I'd seen him flag in the field.
Chairman Sadil: So when we have a heavy rain, how much percolation are we getting and how
much is going into the actual wetland. Are those soils identify that, that we get good percolation into
the soil versus running off into the stream?
Mr, Stevens: Everything north of the watercourse on the southem side of the site is pretty much
outwash, sandy outwash soils, so they would infiltrate waters veryreadily.
Chairman Sadil: Now I think on the northem water course that flows to the west, I guess the
the
water coming out of the pond and flowing west and then into the lowest pond, I know there's
pond,
a retention pond in there. Is that ground water feeding that pond or is itjust runofffrom the rain.
Mr. Stevens: I'm not sure ifyou can really see it on the map, but there's basically, there's
water, you know, with the pond, andjust to the west of the pond, there's actually pipes that come from
the Culver Street, Deming Street intersection, somewhere up there and they also dump into that
watercourse. So it's coming from several sources.
Chairman Sadil: I see. And then what about down on the middle southwest pond as well scroll
down. Is that the same thing, is there anything feeing that pond, or it is just basically...
Mr. Stevens: Not that I could find. There's basically the ponded area and then there's a, I don't
want to say narrow, it's probably I don't know, I don't have a scale ruler with me, but I want to say
anywhere from 25 to 50 foot or so, kind ofa narrow fringe of wetland around the pond, but I didn't see
any pipes or watercourses or anything feeding into the pond.
Chairman Sadil: And the southem one, it looks like its feeding from Culver Street. I saw a
photo in the package, yes, that's gonna go inbound and then is just stops or it just goes down.
Mr. Stevens: There's actually two pipes on that Culver Street that are the creation of that water
course there,
Itjust...

Chairman Sadil: And thatjust fees andjust dies out by the then, you go north, southwest there.

Mr. Stevens: Well if flows all the way past Costello Road. It goes to, you know, the
southwest.
Commissioner Bachand; That's the watercourse in question of the last application.
E. Hinckley: Correct, yes.
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Chairman Sadil: Ok, that's what I suspect. All right. Are there any questions for Mr. Stevens
from the rest ofthe commission? I'll throw it over ifyou have any questions for Mr. Stevens.
E. Hinckley: I don't see any commissioners that have raised their hands.
Commissioner Bachand: I could go with a couple ofitems.
ChairmanSadil: Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand; Thank you. Do we know if the pond, either of those are man-made?
Mr. Bongiovanni: I can answer that Scott. So, I don't know the history of the one up near the
intersection of Deming and Culver Streets; that my very well have been dug as a farm pond but I don't
have anyactual knowledge of that. I do know that historically the center pond was gravel. It was
gravel as much as the Lowe's home center was and 40, 50, 60 years ago it was taken out, that is how
this hole was created. They mined the good material out and when Aey came into more siltier, less
valuable soil, theystopped, so that is how this one was created. I have to imagine that the one up near
Cambridge Drive in the northeast comer of the site was probably a dug pond. I know I've been
working in town for over 40 years and I've lived in town for over 30 years and even in the driest of
years that pondalways holds water, it probably has some spring fed component to it. But again, that is
at the north end of the site and there's nothing that we're proposing to do any work within that
regulated area.
Commissioner Bachand; So that leads me to another question, another observation and not
necessarily soil related, but it looks like there is no proposed activity in the upland review areas. Is that
correct. You pretty much kept out of them completely.
Mr. Bongiovanni: So, we've done a very goodjob throughout the site. There is some intrusion
into the upland review area. We're going to get a little more into that after Scott and Jen have done
their presentation, when Joe Piracini gets involved in this discussion. I will say that these old buildings
up in the northeastcorner of the site, up around the pond at the northeast comer by Deming Street,
those are structures that willbe removed.theres' some old foundations that will be removed, so we will
be restoring some of that to a natural condition and taking some of that out of the regulated area. Not
that we want to do work in the regulated area, but it's the right thing to do, to remove that stuff, that
man-made stuff that doesn't belong there anyway.
Commissioner Bachand: And on the north, but on the northem part there no activity outside of
the upland review are, is that correct.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Correct.
Commissioner Bachand; And then the Jean Haltner now forming the Jean Haltner Property,
that's not part of this development, correct.
Mr. Bongiovanni: That is not part of this development. She is a member of the ownership of
this property, this is an estate from the Haltners and she is one of Haltners, she is a member of it, she is
a signed participant of the sale to AR Development if this is approved. She is also going to be a
component to the zone change application before planning and zoning,
Commissioner Bachand: That land is not part of this application.
Mr. Bongiovanni: It is not.
E. Hinckley: Correct.
Commissioner Bachand: All right, that's all I have.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Casasanta. You have your hand raised.
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Commissioner Casasanta: Thank you Mr. Chairman. First off I want to apologize for being
late, some computer problems. But my question is about the water course on the southem part of the,
yes down there. Is that seasonal or does that have water flowyearround.
Mr. Bongiovanni; My recollection in my own personal experiences, I think there's some flow,
very minimal and dry tiines, but there's probably some minimal low flow at all times. Again, this is
fed by the whple Gandlewiclc development whichwas years ago the Ryan Farm. On the west side of
Culyer Streetthere's alarge tract ofland which I think thisestate has offered, ifnot given, to the town
which contains some of thecontributing wetlands to this site into this watercourse.
E. Hinckley; Yes, they did donate to the town in the last few months.
Commissioner Casasanta: Ok, so, it's basically being fed by runoff.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Most of it is by runoff, yes.
Commissioner Casasanta; Does it have an origin in a wetland, in a swampy, marshy area or is
it.-.that's all I'm trying to figure out here.
Mr. Bongiovanni: You know all of the development on the Candlewick development, you got
Lamplighter Lane, you got Candlewick Drive, Salem Circle, Stagecoach, a lot...all that water comes
down the hill so you have a mix. Are there some wetlands up there, well we know that there's
wetlands on the other side ofCulver Street that contributes to this, but I think the vast majority of it is
surface runoff.
Mr. Stevens: The water, just to interrupt a little bit, the watercourse does extend on the east
side ofCulver Street. There's wetlands and a watercourse andit's basically crossing Culver Street.
Commissioner Casasanta: Great thank you. Andjust, I know it's offthe applicant's property,
do we know, does this just terminate or does it join another watercourse.
Mr. Bongiovanni: So, as it leaves the site to the west, goes through the town of Newington
property, it crossesthe Paper Street portion of Costello Road, other landof town of Newington, goes
into a detention basin that was developed whenBudney Industrial Park and Costello were both built in
the 80's, itgoes from there through conduits and pipes, it travels undemeath the Ashely Furniture
building, out to the Berlin Turnpike, it crosses under the Berlin Tumpike under the shopping centers
that are there, crosses Pane Road thenexits behind the Mr. Sparkle Car Wash. Those ponds and all the
wetland around Stew Leonard's, that's where this water goes to.
Commissioner Casasanta: So isthat tying into the same watercourse as 3333, the development
at 333.
Mr. Bongiovanni; I'm going to say that it's all part of the same watershed, yes.
E. Hinckley: It does end up in the same ponds, just like you said, behind Stew's yes.
Commissioner Casasanta: Ok, great, thank you.
Chairman Sadil: Any other questions from the commissioner for the soil scientist.
E. Hinckley: No one has their hand raised.
Mr. Bongiovanni: So, ifwe could Mr. Chairman, I'd like now to introduce Jen Benno, out
wetland biologist to talk about those qualities of the site. Jen?
Jen Benno: Ok. Can you hear me?
Speaker: Yes, we can.
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Jen Benno: For the record, I'm Jen Benno, Biologist, with Soil Science and Environmental
Services and as Scott mentioned, our office is in Rocky Hill, CTand I've been with the firm since
1994. Sol inspected the project site during March and April ofthis year and the inspections were
conducted to basicallyobserve existingconditions. The dominant vegetation within the wetlands,any
wildlife assdciatedwith thewetland or uplandcommunities and also toobserve the existing functions
provided by the wetland corridors, the wetland systems. Basically the project site consistsoffallow
farmland andsome narrow wooded upland areas andalso thethree wetland areas that Scott delineated.
The upland ispretty much dominated by real densescrub shrub or brushy understorygrowth. The
narrow wooded upland areasare kind ofopen in some areas but also contain dense shrubby vegetation
along the edge of the wooded upland areas. So the first wetland I'll talk about is the northern wetland
on the property which includes that small pond in the eastern portion ofthe site near CulverStreet. As
youcan see on the map, it's a narrow wetland and watercourse system and its dominated by a
palustrine wooded swamp or a wooded wetland conununity. You can see that there are two little lobes
that kind ofextend to the north off the watercourse channel and those areprimarily dominated by like
scrub shrub growth and it's pretty dense in that portion of the site, As was previously mentioned,
water flows westerly out of the ^ond through that watercourse channel. I did observe some bank
erosion or some bank undercutting,so itjust indicates that there are some flashy flows and as Scott
mentioned it's most likely, it could be due to that storm water flow. Primary functionsassociated with
the wetland include ground water discharge.sedimentnutrient retention and removal, shoreline
stabilization and wildlife habitat, Now the primary functions of the wetland are kind of limited and
that's based on the small size of the wetland and watercourse system and its narrow configuration, as
well as the disturbances which is former and ongoing disturbances surrounding that wetland area.
Chairman Sadil: Ms. Benno, ifl may. Is there any wildlife habitat, is there anything there, any
nesting area for geese or frogs or what did you find.
Ms. Benno: I did, well there wasn't really anything, no frogs or amphibians that I observed
early in the season. lobserved a duck or two on the pond while I was there. Yeah, I think I just
observedsome common wildlife species, chickadees, in that area. I did observe, I'lljump ahead since
you are asking the questionnow and it's relevant. I did review the DEEP Nature Diversity Database
map which is available online for the site in the vicinity of the projectsite. Those maps, as you know,
show any Connecticut or Federal endangered, threatened or special concemed are known to occur or
have been docurr^ented inspecific areas. So I checked the December 2020 map that was available when
I did the initial review and I also checked the June 2021 map which was, they update them every six
months, and both maps show that there are no known listed, Connecticut or Federal, endangered,
threatenedor special concern species in the area of the site or on the project site.
Chairman Sadil: You also find that you also mentioned this highway methodologyon all three
of these, what is that, I've never seen that before. Can you explain what that is and why it's important.
Ms. Benno: Yeah, the highway methodology is an important item in determining the primary
functions ofwetlands and their relative value. For a long them theyjust had like Bulletin ft9 and they
had various evaluation techniques which weren't realconsistent across the board and now the highway
methodology is something that the Army Corps of Engineers has put out and it kind of streamlines
everything and it makes everything accessible and easily easy to understand from a regulatory
standpoint. It's kindof like a descriptive approach to determining principal functions and valuesof
wetlandareas. So what they have is the table which I included in the back of the report. What you
need to do is go through all the criteria for each of the functions listedon the table and you can see that
the criteria is included at the end of the report, pages 20 to 27. So,we go through all that information
and that helps us determine the primary functions provide by wetland areas. So that was probably a
longer explanation than you wanted, but that's what the highway methodologies purpose is for those
worksheets.
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Chairman Sadil: And what's the conclusion, ifyou don't, I don't want to interrupt your
presentation.
Ms. Benno: Yeab, so the conclusjon is on this site, the primary functions provided by all there
of the wetland areas are esseptially your groundwater discharge, wildlife habitat and your sediment
nutrientretention and remova). Yoiu also have some shoreline stabilization in the northern and southern
wetlands and you also have some water detention in thatsouthwest central wetland area. And ifyou
look at the numbers in the tables, you can see that there aren't too many number in each of the columns
for each of those wetland areas, so thatjust indicates that the primary functions are kind oflimed and
that's basically due to the surrounding activities, shall wesay in the uplands and also the isolated nature
ofthese wetlands due to the road construction and development.
ChairmanSadil: Ok,
Mr. Benno: So, again, I don't know if that was the short version of if I confused the issue or
not.
Chairman Sadil: I'm flipping through my questions here. Well, do you want to go over your
recommendations, I think they are very important I think if I read your report you're doing a very
extensive...
Commissioner Paskewich: Chairman Sadil, Alan Paskewich here. I'd like to expand on the
wildlife habitat.
Chairman Sadil: Please.
Commissioner Paskewich: Ms. Benno, can you hear me?
Ms. Benno: Yes, I can hear you.
CommissionerPaskewich: How much of the property and percentage would you say you
walked to make these observations.
Ms. Benno; I want to say at least 90 percent of it.
Commissioner Paskewich: Ok. That's very extensive, because I've been on that property in the
its very hard to traverse. I didn't traverse any of it to be honest with you. I actually met with
and
past
the owner to buy honey. My interest is wildlife habitat and bees are, are they under, are they in the
endangered species list?
Ms. Benno: I can't answer fhat for you right away, but if you'd like an answer to that, we can
for sure.
foryou
getit
Commissioner Paskewich: I would. The reason is you walked 90 percent of the property
potentially. Did you notice any beehives on the property?
Ms. Benno: I saw the wooden ones. I don't know if they are on the property or if they are one
the Haltner adjacent property that's being cut out.
E. Hinckley: I believe the survey shows them on part of this parcel that's going to be
redeveloped.
Ms. Benno: Ok.
Commissioner Paskewich; And is seeing those hives, did you notice any old apple orchards or
or
pears peach trees in that area?
Ms. Benno: Did I? I can't remember off the top of my head.
E. Hinckley: I don't remember it being noted.
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Mr. Stevens: This is Scott, the soil scientist. I didsee, I believe, some apple trees that pond
that is on the north side of the property, like it would be kind of southwest of the pond, I think there
might have been some apple trees over there on the hillside.
Commissioner Paskewich: Ok, would you think it might have looked like a grove at one point.
Mr. Stevens: I didn't hear you.
Commissioner Paskewich: would you say that it appeared to be like a grove. In other words
in
planted a row orjust...
Mr.Stevens: It's kind ofhard to tell.the whole thing is so overgrown and whatnot. I was kind
looking
more atthe wetlands and not really so much the trees. But I also did see the beehives that
of
were soufti of65 Culver Street property.
Commissioner Paskewich: That area where the trees are and the beehives, is that going to be in
the development area.
Mr. Stevens: I believe so, yeah, or it's close to it.
Commissioner Paskewich: Close to it.
Mr. Stevens: Youcansee on the existingconditions map, ifyou lookjust southofthe 65
Culver Street, youcan see like where there's a tree line, like a little finger of open area where the tree
line is, there's a shed there, yeah, right there, and I think that's, just northwest to where the pointer is
right now, I think that'swhere the beehives are, in that area.
Mr. Bongiovanni: There's a noteon the plan. Those are the existing beehives.
Mr. Stevens; Yeah, it's on the plan, on the existing conditions.
E. Hinckley: Right, yes.
Commissioner Paskewich; I would like that looked at more closely regarding bees and habitat
on that property, Not that the hivesare going to be used again, but that, you know, it's been a habitat
for bees apparently. I had purchased honey from that gentlemen a few years back, so I know he was
actually using the hives, they were productive and it was an old orchard there which I hadseen myself.
Bees as you know, to me ifthey're not on the endangeredlist, they should be, because they're very
significant nowand there's agreat loss them in the nation, including here. I'd like the area to be looked
at closer or it's margins that may impact an area or any area where the bees may be migrating to or
movingabout. We do not want to lose habitat bees, I'm very strongly recommending that youget
looked closely and the significance of its endangered or rare need to keep it separated so thatwe don't
lose anymore bees. That's a significant piece ofproperty that's got a lot ofwetland, a lot ofbush, a lot
of birds, deer and when I'm reading Jens report, it's very extensive, I gave you great honors for doing
such anextensive narrative. So that's my take on this portion ofprotecting wildlife habitat. And Jen if
you could look further into that I would really appreciate it.
Mr, Bongiovanni: So, just to follow up on that Commissioner, the groves of fruit trees and
things that you refer to, they are no longer existent on this site. There were fruit trees on various areas
of thesite, there may be some remnant small trees here and there, but of the most part the site is
overgrown on a lot of it and I think Jen you've attested to this. It's by invasive speciesas this is fallow
farmland and it's been left to nature. It is overgrown with prickers and briars and all kinds ofplants,
many of whichwe would hope not be there, but it's not a natural habitat, not a planted habitat for the
bees. Jen will look into them as requested...
Commissioner Paskewich: All right.
Mr. Bongiovanni: But this is a...
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Commissioner Paskewich: I don't want to stop you but I'm going to. What youjust spoke to
was a perfect habitat for bees because they don't in trees particularly, an apple tree or pear tree, they're
not nesting in the hives, and they are using the hives to do production. They live in old stumps, the live
in the ground, they live in these prickly areas you're talking about. Like a socket that's been hollowed
out into an old piece of wood, that's where they live, the live exactly in what youjust mentioned that
you feel, but you fmd this more of a discard than a reason to have bees. That's where they live, exactly
whatyou explained, so that is why I would like this looked at more extensively and I'll also be looking
into it myself.
Chairman Sadil: So, Commissioner Paskewich, what's the upshot here for the applicant?
Obviously that area will be occupied as part of the plan. Do we want to move those? Create another
habitat for them in lieu of the current location? It's a little vague, what type of actin item, what type
of, you know, actionable item can we give to the applicant to take a look at that. Move it orjust to
satisfy that.
Commissioner Paskewich: That's a very good question and since we're still in the infancy of
this and this is the first time I've had a chance to look at it, and not even have a chance to go back to
the property, looking at the narrative and speaking with Mr. Bongiovanni about the nature of the
landscape, I'm going to contact the agricultural experiment station and I'm going to talk to the person
who's the head of bees, he's a specialist. I'm gomg to contact him and ask his opinion on what I
should recommend that something should be done. I don't want to make a general, you know, from the
hip remark because I'm not a bee specialist. I want to talk to a bee specialist and he's the top guy in the
state of Connecticut. I've spoken with him and he keeps bees, so ifanyone would know anything about
habitat or moving a habitat or changing a habitat or putting margins around their buffers, he's the man
that I'm going to speak to.
Chairman Sadil: Ok. What is the rebuttal to that, does the applicant wish to comment on.
Mr. Bongiovanni: So, Jen will look into the status of whether they're a protected insect. You
know, I'm not sure if the beehives that are still there, the bee boxes, are still functioning, whether there
are bees in them. It's not the applicants desire to take and obliterate them, they would find a home for
them, there's a lot of beekeepers. As I said, it's a very for one, making honey is very popular thing
these days and I'm sure we could find, if they are viable hives, a home for them. So, you know, that
would be what we propose to do.
Commissioner Paskewich; Well, I'm going to expand on your discussion. Bees travel in great
distances, fhey may go from there to another area to collect and come back, not specifically those
hives, but they're not a static wildlife, they don't stay in one place and not move around and move
great distances. In fact, we've taken their eyes.-.how can I explain it. They were kind of the
development ofGPS, the know how to retum to an area through their eyes. It's like a grid in a map,
they're very significant in doing that. So, they will move all around, but once they've established an
area ofhabitat as this appears to be to me, whether the hives are there or not is not the matter, It's that
they have a ground support place to be and live in those areas that we talk about that are prickly and
wood and deteriorated wood. That's where they live. I think they probably have been there for a while,
they probably haven't left because the place has been untouched until now and what we are discussing
in this development. I'm not against the development, I'm not against doing this development, but I
want to look further into this protection of the bees in that area because there's probably more of them
in that area than most places these developed areas that we have now, including where I live. We need
to protect them, it's not the honey alone, the honey is probably not as significant, it's everything you
eat that's a fruit, that has a vine and flower, is pollinated by a bee and if we start losing more bees,
you're not going to be eating more fruit and vegetables, I can tell you that right now. I'm not saying
this to be sarcastic, this is the truth. Thank you.
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Chairman Sadil: A1I right, before Jengoes into her recommendations, are thereany other
questions from commissioners please.
Speaker: Can I add something as the applicant, is that ok?
Chairman Sadil; Who's speaking?
Jason Kambitsis: This is Jason Kambitsis from AR Builders.
Chairman Sadil; Please. Name and address for the record.
Mr. Kambitsis: I'llspell my last name it is k-a-m-b-i-t-s-i-s and my address is 310 Seven
Fields Boulevard, Seven Fields, PA, 16046, So first ofall, thanks everybody for being here tonight, I
know that these meting can go longand I don't want to minimize any of the questions here tonight
regarding thebees. We're happy to say that the bee boxescan be moved, you know, bees are
interesting and the commissioner was correct in saying they do have gps, you know a lot ofbeekeepers
move themthroughout the county, theycan go 2,000 miles then they pollinate and then they come
back. We're happy to, if need be, work with another beekeeper, you know, see what's there and have
them move. Furthermore, we're happy to put them on another portion of the site, I don't really have a
problem with that if they are a viable bee colony and theseare real bee boxes and they are still utilizing
them. I don't think it's anybody's intent here to stop anything, but rather, you know, we don't really
know the extentofthis , but Ican alsosaythatwe'll happily move them andwe'll happily move them
to another part of the site if that makes anybody feel morecomfortable. So, we're not here to knock
stuffdown, we're not here to make an issue.we want to build our apartment buildings and we're happy
to be a member of the community. So, I just want to leave it at that so there is no question. Thank
you.
ChairmanSadil: All right. Going back, are there any questions from the commissioner at this
time.

Commissioner Bachand. Mr. Chairman, I just have something to add too.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Bachand, go ahead.
Commissioner Bachand: Regarding Commissioner Pawkewich's concerns. The few apple trees
that are left there, and first ofalll wouldjustsay I knew the former owner Oscar Haltner, the old
gentlemanandbecame friendly with him for a while and used to hang around over there once in a while
so I do know a littlebit of first-hand information. He'd be glad that Commissioner Paskewich was
bringingup the bees. He wasadistributorforbeekeepers,alotofotherbeekeepers wouldcometo
him and he'd get deliveries of the queen bees and things like that. Like the applicant just said, the bee
boxes are portable so they can be easily moved somewhere onthe site.As far as the orchard goes, there
were some apple trees left and I'm looking at the planhere and it looks like they're stilloutside ofthe
construction or the activity area. If yousee that little stub driveway that comes insouth of that upper
pond, there's a few trees left in that area. Furthermore where these first two apartment buildings are
too the north on the upper half of the property, that area was all tilled and plowed over the years. It's
the southem part that was more rough or raw, not as developed for the farm but further south ofcourse
i^ not going to be touched, that's in the valley there. So, Ijust wanted to point that out, the few apple
trees that are still there, it looks like to me on this plan they're just southwest ofthat pond, there's only
a fewof them left. I haven'tbeen up there in a few years since he died, so there's still, the few that
were left at the time were in that area there that looks like its not in the developed part.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Bachand do you have any further questions for Ms. Benno.
Conunissioner Bachand; Me?
Chairman Sadil: Yes.
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Commissioner Bachand; No.
Chairman Sadil; CommissionerWagner?
Commissioner Wagner: No questions.
ChairmanSadil: Commissioner Ancona?
Conunissioner Ancona: No questions.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Conway.
Commissioner Conway: No further questions.
Chairman Sadil: So, Ms. Benno, can you go through your recommendation section. We sort of
went offa little bit, but I do want to know for the record what your recommendations are.
Ms. Benno: Yes, we do have a few recommendations. Because there will be some activities
including clearing, grading and minor construction activities with the, I thinks it's about half an acre
within the upland review are on the entire project site, we recommend that the applicant install native,
non-invasive shrub and tree plantings along the edge and that would be to provide a natural screen, to
increase your buffer diversity and therefore increase your wildlife habitat on site, The applicant has
agreed to do that and those plantings have been incorporated on the landscaping plan. We also
recommended that all erosionsedimentation control measures approved by the town be installed and
maintained properly throughout the duration of the project. We also recommend that that the invasive
species be removed from the upland planting areas. As Alan mentioned, there are several invasive
specieson the property and there's a chance that they will colonize those planting areas ifthey are not
controlled in order to allow the plantings to grow and mature and compete with the invasive species.
Finally we have a recommendation that a biologist should inspect the planting areas after the shrubs and
trees have been installed within the upland review area and that's basically just to document the
placement and the vigor ofthe shmb and tree plantings. Then we recommend follow up inspections
duringsubsequent years and that would be to document again, the health and vigor oftheshrub and
tree plantings and to identify any invasive species, concems, or to identify any erosion sedimentation
control issues. So I think that covers my recommendations.
ChainnanSadil: Thank you.
E. Hinckley: Ifl may intermpt, these same type of recommendations were made on another
in
project town a fewyears ago that the commission did approve with those recommendations in place.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. Commissioner Casasanta, do you have anything else to say. I'm
sorry I skipped you earlier, do you have any comments for the applicant.
Conimissioner Casasanta: I don't, no. Butjust along what we werejust talking about the
plantings, and I think this goes, it kind of dove tails with the discussion we had about bees. If we could
get some native plants in there that fruit that the bees could be used to pollinate, I think it might be a
win-win. So, that was the only observation I had.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you.
Commissioner Paskewich: Alan Paskewichhere Chairman Sadil.
Chairman Sadil: Please
Commissioner Paskewich: Thank you for speaking about the plantings for bees John Casasanta.
I appreciate that because actually I was going to bring that up. I would like Jen Benno to look into
plantings that which there are a number of now in inventory. I'd like you to look at that inventory and
add some to the properties where part of the properties that will remain undeveloped at are appropriate
to be so that the bees will have a place to come and utilize those plants. Not just for pollinating but it
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attracts them so there are attractive plants as well as pollinating plants. So I want to thank you
Commissioner Casasanta for bringing that up and reminding of other plantings that are recommended
forbees. Thankyou.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Ifl could Mr. Chairman, in response. Jen, along with ourlandscape
architect, will look at the plants we have specified. Ifwe can increase or add pollinator plants to that
list, we'd be happy to do so. I think we have, because wehavea lot offlowering plants around the
buildings in that and some of what Jen has specified are pollinators, we may have already done a good
job inadvertently, but we will look at that specifically andenhance it ifnecessary.
Chairman Sadil: All right. Ifthere's no further questions for Ms. Benno, can you continue with
our presentation Mr. Bongiovanni.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Yes, at this point, Joe Perugini, our civil engineer that worked grading,
drainage, erosion sediment control. I think it is the appropriate time for him to talk with the
commlssion.
Joe Perugini: Thank you Alan. Can everyone hear me?

»

E.Hinckley: Yes.
Mr. Perugini: Goodevening, my name is Joe Perugini, I'ma professionalengineer with
Weston and Sampson. We have anoffice located inRockyHill, Connecticut. If we could, I'll start with
the existing conditions plan and then move on to the grading plan after that. Thank you. oh, yes, thank
you. As everyone has been discussing the resource areas, when we look at the existing site, we look at
what the major drainage areas are and since we have the watercourse end the wetlands to the north, you
know that takes an upland of about the northem third of the site and then you have that pond in the
central area, that takes kind of the central third, all the way over to Culver Street, that's kind of the
middle drainage area and then the southem third ofthe property, you can kind ofseewherethose soil
labels, the 30, 37,you know there's like a ridge line in that area and it kind ofsplits it's like a divide.
So, as you'd expect, it splits in runoff towards eachofthewetland areas so whenwe look at those
areas, that's our guide for determining and figuring out how we are going to grade the siteand trying to
match those drainage patterns. We want to, to our bestabilities, to match the peak flows and certainly
try to equal or reduce them for post development. So that's our approach, understanding the existing
drainage patterns and trying to maintain those for the design. Then early on there were some soil
borings that were done throughout the site in the structural areas and that was a good indicator for us as
to where we might have some opportunities to infiltrate runoff and just understand the subsoils and to
Scott Stevens point.we did fmd some suitable soils in that southern third area. Exactly. That area there
was found to be decent soils. I'll talk a little bit more about infiltration as I move on. Early on we met
withthe townengineer, on June 23rd, we discussed our approach to the storm water, howwe were
going to divide up the site, how we were going to manage the storm water and try to incorporate
infiltration wherever possible. So the plan that we have developed has been guided by that discussion.
With the town engineer. So if we could, let's switch over to the grading plan. So, the lighter green
area is obviously is the developed area and that closely matches the upland review limit, so with trying
to respect that limit to the maximum, we are constrained on many sides so that sort of limits, you
know, when we're looking for storm water management it does limit the amount of area we have to
detain runoff. Then we had, typically we'd like to do it with green infrastructure, but in this case with
the constraints of the development, and the available area, we had to introduce subgrade detention,
underground detention. I'll focus on the northem area, the large pavementarea. Ifyou can see in that
northwest corner, that's where we drew some underground detention and we introduced underground
detention elsewhere on the site, but that's the method that we go to when we have limited area
available, otherwiseyou're having to disturb those upland areas and try to accommodate storm water
detention. So that detention is fairly large and it takes that entire northern pavement area, even most of
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that center pavement area going out to Culver Street. So all ofthat impervious runoff, the roofrunoff,
the pavement, anda good amount ofoverland redirected to that underground detention system. The
reason we did that iswe want to take somethat that center area and take it away from that central pond,
that wetlad^ area. So the remaining which goes to that central pond is basically matching what goes
there preseiitly. So we're making sure that we recharge it, but we're not overwhelming it and we were
able to acppmplish that with catch basins and storm system and brining it over to that northwest
underground detention system. That northem most building, buildingnumber one, there is some roof
runoff, about half of it, which we could not bring or get it into the underground detention, so we are
allowing that to flow over land do to a shallow detention basin. It's only about two feet deep, it's not a
flat bottom, it doesslope, so something very gradual andshallow and that's reallyjust to reduce the
peak flow coming offof that roof and it outlets in about the same location as the underground detention.
Then moving over tothe southem third ofthesite.
Chairman Sadil: Pardon me Mr. Perugini, I do have a question. So that detention pond on the
northern end, that communicates with the pond to the south of it, so what's the capacity and where's
that water going to go. It is going to ever get overflowed or you know overburdened, how does that
work ina major storm.
Mr. Perugini: Yeah, that'ssized for the maximum from underwater,underground detention
according to thetown regulations which is a 25-year stormand that will direct runoffto the northern
wetland area. It's outletting in that location and the flow is so low coming out ofthat, you're talking
only a few cfs because when you look at this existing site, it's all wooded, it's all a very, very low
runoff rate. So these detention systems had to get quite large to be able to hold back that amount of
water and reduce itatsuch a reduced rate. So even where it's outletting, it's a very large system but
whatcomes out of it is so low that even the outlet protection very small, relatively small in comparison
to the size system.
Chairman Sadil: So this detention system doesn't require any maintenance per se. I mean over
the years, how is that managed over time?
Mr. Perugini; Yes, it will, it has, all the runoff is directed to a single row, that first flush and
that is a maintainable chamber ofa row ofchambers and it can be accessed from surface through
manholes and they have a system, you may be familiar with these chamber type system, them can send
ajet vac and hose into that fromone end. They have access through a 24-inch pipe and they can run a
jet cab and it can spray from oneend and they pull it towards them and it can vacuum out the sediment.
We don't expect much sediment to get in there because we have hydrodynamic separators to remove all
the major solids and suspendedsolids. I will get into the...it'sa goodpoint, I willgetinto the storm
water quality ofwhatwe're doing on the site. In wrapping up that northem detention, we did some
testing of the soils, we found that there was, it was some variation. We had some good soils and then
we had one that was not so goodand so we always take the lowest infiltration rate and it didn't seem
suitable so we're not taking any credit for infiltration. It's a very large, a very large footprint and so I
expect there to be some decent infiltration but we just, we are not taking credit for that because there
may be a corner, a quarter of itthat will not infiltrate well, so we didn't want to take any chances. But
on the other hand, on the southem side of the site where you see those three buildings, we did have
some good sandy soils there and so.-.yeah, behind that building three and the other building five, we
have tworows ofthese underground chambers, so those are going to detain fhe runofffrom that
pavement area, all the roof runoff, and some of the surrounding green space and those will ultimately
outlet, youcan see that narrow clearing for the outlets; it will discharge through someoutlet protection
as well and those will have some measurable infiltration that we have designed for. So, as I said.all
the roof runoff, rather thanjust discharge over land, we needed ot detain every bit impervious area, so
all the roof runoff is piped into the underground detention as well so we can try to again reduce that
peak runoff. So, I summary, as far as the storm water management, we were able to match or reduce
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the peak post development peak runoff rate coming off this site for those three main drainage areas as I
described earlier. To your point Mr. Chairman, with the number of systems we have here, we've
developed anoperation and maintenance plan. This describes all of the construction period as well as
post development maintenance of stonn water structures. We have a checklist of every single structure
ID as well as all the other measures, the detention, the outlet protection; anything that needs
maintaining we have listed and the frequency of the maintenance. It's it the storm water report, but
we've also added it to the plans, so that's been included. Now I'll talk about storm water quality. We
typically rely or try to coinply with the town's drainage manual, as well as the CT DEEP storm water
qualitymanual, but also, I've worked in Newington on quitea few sites, so I'm familiar its former LID
manual and we see value incorporating those measure wherever possible and feasible and we were able
to do that with the underground detention and try to promote infiltration wherever possibleand take
advantage of that because it does, it canresult in some savings for your development and your
construction. But the primary means for treatment of this storm water will be several hydrodynamic
separators. We use only models that are on the CT DOT approved list, we have notes thatspecific this.
Those were designed to remove 80% total suspended solids. But, because we are using underground
detention, the first flush is being directed through a single row ofchambers, and that row is wrapped in
an additional fabric and the manufacturer has third-party testing that has verified that that isolator on its
ownwill remove 80% total suspended solids. We don't expect anything to get past the hydrodynamic
separators, but if it happens to.for whatever reason, we have the isolator rows so thecombinedeffects
ofthese two, we're estimating96% total suspended solids removal when youoverlap those measures.
The additional storm waterquality measures will include deep sump catch basins for coarse sediment
removal and all of the catch basins will have debris hoods on all of their outlet pipes. I guess I'll talk
now about erosion and sedimentation controls, if we could go to those plans. So, we obviously follow
the CT guidelines for sediment and erosion controls. With the two of the larger areas of disturbance
which is in the north areaand the central area, ifyou could zoom in, there are...we've designed and
this is based on the area of disturbance, we've designed a couple of sediment, temporary sediment
traps, they're called out there, sediment trap Al and B in the center. Those are positioned in kind of
like a low point in thesite where existing grades are kind of, the runoffwill follow and so when the site
is disturbed, these are going totake the bulk ofthe disturbed area and they are sized for that and so
sediment laden runoffwill be allowed to settle out and runoff will have to pass through a stone filter
berm beforeit's released. In addition to this we obviously have the perimeter sediment controls
throughout. We are following thelasted CT guidelines, DEEP guidelines for, when you have asloped
site where we're not using a single measure, we're doubling up with silt fence backed with compost
filter tubes and that's around, it basically follows the upland review limit around the entire site. We're
also calling fortemporary soilsftockpiles in severallocations. Those are where topsoil is going to be
removed and it can be reused onsite orfor stockpiles of soil materials that are going to be used, so
those have perimeter sediment controls as well. At the two entrance driveways, we have anti-tracking
pads. Also in the notes on the plans we include recommendations for dust control ifdry conditions
occur, also there's catch basin and inlet protection. When those are installed we want to make sure
those are protected from sedimentation. Any of the proposed outlets, we've designed outlet protection
where there will be rip-rap stone aprons. Then, because there's a fair amount ofslopes around the site,
we called for, in our general notes and details, for temporary and permanent erosion control matting.
Once we get above two to one or greater we gowith permanent and temporary matting for three to one,
between three to one, two to one slopes; itjust gives us that extra level ofprotection while we're
waiting forgerminationoftopsoil, germination ofgrass seed because we often fmd that construction
occurs not at ideal timesofyear for grass to develop. I guess the last thing I'd like to mention is I
always like to mention permitting that's going to occur. Obviously after local permitting, a site ofthis
size is going to require a CT DEEP storm water discharge permit. So all of these measures that I
discussed will be summarized in a storm water pollution control plan that's developed to summarize all
these methods, discuss all the storm water management measures, but also includes the requirements
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forstorm water inspections. So, it'll indicate the frequency of inspections and the documentationthat's
required and all that gets filed DEEP. So I like toalways remind commissions that a project like this is
going to havesome oversight, it's going to have monitoring after every significant storm, there'll be
documentation, someone will physically go to the site, check the measures, look for sedimentation
controls, failuresand recommend maintenance. And that all again, that allgets documented as required
by DEEP. So that conclude my part of the presentation. I'll be happy to open up the floor to questions.
E. Hinckley: Mr. Chairman, ifl may just briefly. Also the plan has been reviewed by
engineeringand the applicant and theengineer has been workingwith engineering to satisfy there were
no major drainage comments, mostly minor things and they are still working those as well.
Chairman Sadil: Thankyou. Does therest...I amsatisfied. Does any ofthe other
commissioners have any questions for Mr. Perugini. PIease raise your hand.
E. Hinckley: I don't see anyone with their hand raised.
Ms. Bertotti: I don't see anyone.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Mr. Chairman, if I may, just a couple of things in conclusion. I'd like to
reiterate the point thatthis developer is going to be the owner. The owner of the company visits all of
his sites. He looks at them on a regular basis to makesure one, that they are being built according to
the design, according to the plans and according to theregulations and he looks at them periodically to
makesure they're being maintained to his standards. So this is, I think, a developer and a property
owner that I think the town will be happy tohave in their neighborhood. One of the other things is our
parking regulations and this is a planning and zoning issue, but it affects the design and how it affects
this conunission. They require two parking spaces per apartment unit. The developer with their
expertise ofowning and operating over 9,000 units, has found, on average, that they do not exceed 1.5
parking spaces per apartment unit. We've designed this to meet the town's parking regulations and
we've designed the drainagetoaccommodate all that parking, but we're deferring about a halfa
parking space perunit,about 110-112 spaces on the site and ifthey were ever needed the could be
installed. Butwithout putting them in, you reducetheamount of impervious area, it's better for the
environment and its practical. That's something again that goes with experience ofowning and
operating 9,000 units. We'd be happy to answer any other questions you might have. I think our
presentation is basicallycomplete. We have no impact, direct impact to the wetlands or watercourses on
thesite, We've respectedwherever feasible and possible, no intrusion into the upland reviewarea.
Where we have made some intrusion into those areaswe've minimized it where possible. We've taken
Jen's recommendations to heart and we've put them on the plan aboutour buffer plantings and that is
quiteextensive. I didn't show it in a drawing for thescreen because you couldn't see the detail, but the
are in the plans we submitted to you and the plant lists. We think we've got a niceproject, we think it's
a great project from many perspectives. But I think this, as Mr. Hinckley said when he first looked at
it, it looks like you took asurgical approach to how we proposed the development on the site; not
disturb areas that were not necessary, but to create a development that will work for everybody. So,
with that if you have any further questions, I'll be happy to answer them.
Commissioner Paskewich: I do.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Paskewich.
Commissioner Paskewich: Yes, I have been following the most current urban study reports on
myselfand
lalso find that we want less impervious surface which this recommendation for one
parking
and a halfspaces per unit will satisfy that. Also, we want less urban heat islands and that's another
significant part ofchanging or amending zoning so that will help reduce that. So it will reduce the heat
and reduce the water loss, so I'm all for guidance and recommendation to having those parking spaces
reducedand work towards those efforts. Thaiik you.
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CbairmanSadiI: Mr. Bongiovanni, I do have a few items. You don'thave to answer these this
evening, but a couple of logisticgl items relative to the wetlands. Litter control is a concem, obviously
you know that there is a very popular fast food establishment and certain folks like to eat their lunch I
that adjacent parking lot and I go through that area frequently and litter is a problem in that area.
Everybody thiiiks 4'§ somebody else's problem. But that is one concem I have is protecting the pond
and the no^Fly wetland there being degraded, the environmental aesthetics of the wetland, let me put
H oyt toyou that way, I think you know what I'm speaking of.
Mr. Bongiovanni; Sure, sure.
Chairman Sadil; Just something tothink about, something to avoid that, is there a plan for
that?
Mr. Bongiovanni: Ifl could, there is going to be full time management by the owner, AR
Building, of the property and part of their responsibilities will be to make sure the grounds are
maintained, the landscapes. They will do that through some of their own forces and some contractors
that they use, but they will inspect the property regularly. This is a luxury apartment complex of
significant value and as a significant investment as the rest of their portfolio. They are maintained to
the highest degree and that is a component of maintaining the property; to make sure that fugitive
garbage from the neighbors doesn't infiltrate this property.
Chairman Sadil: Thankyou.
E. Hinckley: I'm sure Mr. Chairman, whenthat happens and I can speak to this. There's
probably already something in place in their operation maintenance plan that speaks to that as well
that's something they normally do. That's all.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. And the only two other items is snow removal and trashremoval
from the people on there. We want to shield the wetland from those types ofactivities. Is there any
though given to that, or, you don't have to answer me tonight. But that's certainly, we want toshield
our wetlands from logistics, day to day operations.
Mr. Bongiovanni: So snow storage, and I'mjust going to use this map, it was asked by the fire
department as well. We are going to, that's one of theremaining comments from town staff. We're
gping toshow these areas, we're going to define these areas, especially like the internal island up in
this area where the snowstorage is best suited for the site and not dump it in there, we're not going to
dump it in the watercourse, but we will define those areas as far as that is concemed. As far as
dumpsterlocations and thuigs like that, we've located them out ofthe way, not in the regulated areas,
we've got dumpster locations toservice the north two buildings in this location and here we have our
dumpster location at thesouthern end of the site outside the regulated area and then one for buildings
three and four in this location here. All of those are located outside, they're well shielded, they are
architecturally designedenclosures that we think will be a compliment to the prqject and not be a
negative to the environment or the neighboring properties.
Chairman Sadil; Thank you, Any other commissioners wish to comment at this time? I'm
satisfied.
Commissioner Paskewich: Yes, um, Commissioner Paskewich here Chairman Sadil.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Paskewich.
return.

Commissioner Paskewich: This question is more directed towards Ms. Benno, ifshe can
Mr. Bongiovanni: She's here.
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Commissioner Paskewich: ONpage 11, second paragraph down, your refer to the subsequent
inspections of the wetland area on April 6 and 21, 2021 and you approximately recorded 20 wood frog
egg masses wereobserved within approximatelysix inches of standing water and several tadpoles were
observed and then you go on to state thatthe presence of egg masses and tadpoles indicate thatthe
wetland area prpvides spme vemalpool or amphibian breeding habitat. Can you expand on that? Are
yousta(:ing that this is a potential venal pool, it is a vernal pool or it should be looked at as a vernal
pool.
Mr. Bongiovanni: Jen, you're muted.
Ms. Benno: Ok, I'm getting used to this, unmuted now. You can hear me?
Speaker; Yes.
Ms. Benno: Ok, so in my opinion it is functioning as vernal pool, but it is very limited based
on the number ofegg masses and tadpoles,
Commissioner Paskewich: Well, doesn't that relate to the year, I mean it's not going the same
level each year and the habitat around it supports the wood frog during those period that they are not in
the water as well, in the leaf mater and the debris, which we want to protect. So, you probably can't
answer this question, but the question is, is that immediate area going to be buffered from development
at some distance from the line demarcation from the pool itself, a buffer area.
Ms. Benno; Yes, the dark green area.
Commissioner Paskewich: Ok, I see it. I'm working from my phone, so it's kind ofhard to see
it. I'mgoing with you.
Ms. Benno: Yeah, it's a man-made kind ofarea, you know, I don't know really where the
population originated from since it is a man-made areaand there's development right next to it.
Mr. Bongiovanni: You've got, ifl may, I was there the day Jen was doing this when we
walked the pond, we walked the site. One of the many times we walked the site.
Conimissioner Paskewich: Sure.
Mr. Bongiovanni: The parking lot is literally 20-25 feet from the edgeofthis pool, this pond
that was dug. There is somejunk, farm junkand things lid that which we have a note on the plan that
we're going to remove, carefully pick that stuff out of the wetland area or uplandreview area around
the pond. But this is not a pristine habitat. When you use the term vernal pool, it does have venal pool
qualities because it does have a small amountof tadpoles, but I don't to confuse that with something
that, you know, the everglades or something that is pristine and expansive and connected to other
wetland areas. This is a man-made depression that hold water because its no longer the fines, well
drained soils and with that Jen, you can go ahead.
Ms. Benno: Yeah, that's correct. And the DEEP and the Army Corps. kind ofhave them, they
rate themas tier one, tier tow and tier three vemal pools and that's generally based on the number of
egg masses and the number of species and I really only saw wood frogs in there.
Commissioner Paskewich: Thank you. I'd like to refer back to the parking lot adjacent to it.
The storm water that is going to move down that parking lot, is that curved in with stormdrains to keep
the water way and not run over towards that pool.
Mr. Bongiovanni: That is correct. So, any of the impervious areas that we have are being
directed towards out water quality structures, they hydrodynamic separators into our underground
infiltration which have the isolator rows and then are exited out to the watercourse to the south or to the
north. None of our developed area is being exited towards the pond area in the middle. That's going to
be left as natural as we can and it's, I think, we're doing a greatjob of doing that.
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Commissioner Paskewich; Speaking to the natural part of it, are there threes around that pool?
Mr. Bongiovanni: There are, there are trees, different species, a lot ofdead trees around that
pool. There's also a car that going to come out of there and I think a couple of shopping carts and...
Commissioner Paskewich: You're making it better than it was and I understand that. Thank
you.
Mr. Bongiovanni: This became, in all honesty, this became a fann dump. You know, farmers
weren'talwaysthe beststewards oftheir land. They had to get rid ofthings, ifthey had a hole in the
ground, they threw it in the hole. That'sjust the way things happened. We're going to improve the
quality.
Commissioner Paskewich: I come from old school building and a lot of things were done in old
school building like filling in wetlands. Never mind putting the building there, but they filled in
wetlands wifh debris, you know, years ago when I was working in the building industry. I wasn't
personally doing it, but that is what went on. So we're improving what we did across the board on sites
and I see that here. We're doing better. I work for improvement, I'm not working for everything to be
perfect in the world because it's not realistic. But we are making it better than what itwas and we're
gonna have some apartments for building forpeople to live in and you know best use ofthis site at this
point that. I can see there's alot ofbrambles there, but we're still going to try to maintain the value of
the property around it as it is for habitat and such and I thank you for your comments.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, so does any other commissioners like to make comments for the applicant
at this time? I don't see anyone with their hand up.
E. Hinckley: No one.
Chairman Sadil: Ok, so I guess this concludes the presentation for this application this evening.
Mr. Bongiovanni: It does Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. The next decision that the commission needs to make is the
necessity for a public hearing for this project.
Commissioner Bachand; If I may.
Chairman Sadil: Go ahead Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: I'd say the size and scopeofit pretty much calls for it. That'sjust my
opinion off thetop ofmy head without giving it a whole lot ofthought.
Chairman Sadil: Ok. Commissioner Paskewich what do you say.
CommissionerPaskewich: As Commissioner Bachand mentioned, you now, it's a large
complex site development. There's a lot ofnew things going to be utilized to help protect water quality
and stormwater movement as well and I think it should have some public attention.
Chairman Sadil; Thank you. Commissioner Casasanta.
Commissioner Casasanta: Yeah, I agree with Commissioners Bachand and Paskewich. It's a
fairly significant development and I can see there being some public interest in this application. So, in
that regard I'd rather err on the side of caution and if the public wants to have their say, allow them to
have their say.
Chairman Sadil: Ok. Commissioner Wagner.
Commissioner Wagner: Yeah, I believe it should have a public hearing.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Ancona.
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Commissioner Ancona: Yeah, I agree with the consensus on that.
Chairman Sadil: Commissioner Conway.
Commissioner Conway: I too agree with the consensus
ChairmanSadU: Ok. So we will schedule at our next meeting, October 19, 2021 for apublic
hearing for thepublic to make comments. I will warn that I would like to takeaction after that public
hearing, depending on what comes out of that hearing. Let's say that we can proceed on that evening
ofOctober 19* ifyoulikeand you feel comfortable enough to vote we can move the application
forward. But in the meantime, for Application 2021-23, 35, 67, & 69 Culver Street And 258 Deming
Street for Construction Activitiesin the UplandReview Area, Applicant; AR Building Company, Inc.,
Owner: RDTHREELLC., Contact: Alan Bongiovanni, I'd like to have a motion for the public
hearing, Mr. ActingSecretary.
Commissioner Wagner: Motion; This Commission believes this proposed activity will have a
significant impactto the regulated area and/or is in the best interest ofthe public and move to hold a
public hearing on Application 2021-23 and schedule itfor October 19, 2021.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. May I have a second?
Commissioner Paskewich: Second by Commissioner Paskewich.
Chainman Sadil: Thank you. Final discussion. Ms. Gibbon, please call the roll.
S.Gibbon: Commissioner Ancona.
Commissioner Ancona; Yes.
S. Gibbon; Commissioner Bachand.
Commissioner Bachand: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Casasanta.
Conimissioner Casasanta: Aye.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Conway.
Commissioner Conway: Aye.
S. Gibbon: ChairmanSadil.
Chairman Sadil: Yes.
S. Gibbon: Commissioner Wagner.
Commissioner Wager: Yes.

the 19U1.

S. Gibbon: Seven yes.
Chairman Sadil: Thank you. Thank you Mr. Bongiovanni and your team. We will see you on
Mr, Bongiovanni: Thank you very much.
Chairman Sadil; Moving on to so section Old Business - none.

VI.

OLD BUSINESS

Chairman Sadil: Moving on to item seven, Public Participation on Non-Agenda Items, each
speaker limited to 2 minutes.
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VII.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS
(each speaker limited to 2 minutes)
Ghairman Sadil: Renata do we anyone waiting on the line. Are you still there?
E, Hiiickley: There are...there's no one on the line.
Ms. Bertotti: We do not have anybody on the line.
E. Hinckley; Gail Budrejko is in the room if she wants to...
Chairman Sadil: We're going to get to her, thankyou.
E. Hinckley: Sorry.

Chairman Sadil: Ok, okay so moving on to section eight, Communication and Reports, item A,
Agent Communications. Mr. Hinckley do you have anything, agents communications for this month?
VIII.

COMMUNICATIONS AND REPORTS
A.

Agent Communications

E. Hinckley: A couple ofthings. Inthelast few weeks I approved three wetland permits. One
for the town for the installation oflighting at Clem Lemire field through the Parks &Rec department. I
believe it was justone light polein the upland reviewarea; another fora shedat 9 Grandview Drive;
and most recently, a deck at 126 Mountain View Drive. Also pursuant to our last meeting when the
commission had a discussion aboutbus garage, I did send a memo to the town manager asking him
about the future intent about that and I believe he's meeting in the next couple of weeks with the
superintendent of the board of education and they are going to develop some sort of plan and timeline
for what they are going to do there in the future. That is all I have.
ChairmanSadil: Thank you. Moving onto Town Council Liaison Communications.
B.

Town Council Liaisons Communications

Councilor Budrejko: Just a few things I'm sure you are probably aware of, butjustin case
you're not. At the lastcouncil meeting we made a change to the land acquisition ordinance whih has
been, it's an ordinance forevery year that the town should deposit money into the land acquisition fund
for the sole purposes of acquiring land for open space passive recreation. But it really languished and
there really haven't been any contributions put into it in years and years and years. So there was a
public hearing heldand the town council adopted kind of a stronger language that every year there will
be a minimumof $10,000 put into the land acquisition fund for the purposes of should any land become
available, at leastwe would haveastarting to work from. One ofthe things in the past is evengoing
for grants, it didn'tshow that there was much commitment in virtue by the town if we weren't even
putting aside any money or showing a good faitheffort thatwe were serious about acquiring any kind
of land and also going for grants, we really had nothmg to put again the grants because most grants do
requires matching funds. So, we are pleased about that. The second and I can't even remember if it
came before this commission or not, the TPZ had a public hearing on the 690 Cedar Street prqject and
it was unanimously approved. Therewere twospeakers at the public hearing and nothing really major
came out ofit so the hearing was closed and the 690 Cedar Streetproject was unanimously approved by
TPZ. Similar to the developer tonight, the developer is Anthony Properties from Dallas, Texas and is a
developer that maintains, they are not build and sell, and they maintain their own properties. The
project approved was a 4-story apartment building with 238 apartments, a mix ofstudio, l, 2 and 3
bedroom units, with a four level parking garage, two courtyards, a fitness center, pool and direct access
to the fitness trail along the busway. The developers plan was to have them be all market rate. Because
there were state funds attached to the site, the state requested an affordable housingcomponent, so 5%
of the units for a period of 10 years will be designated as affordable housing. So, that's about it.
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Chairman Sadil: Thank you Councilor Budrejko. Moving on to item C.Pond LifeResearch
and Education.

c.

Pond Life Research And Education

ChairitiaoSadil: Commissioner Paskewich do you have an update this month.
Commissioner Paskewich; Yes, I do actually. I attended a plant science day event sponsored
on the property at the agricultural experiment station in Hamden, CT on August 4th and one of the
exhibits was a pair of boats operated by adivision ofthe agricultural experimentstation, They will
come to your community, enter your pond if there is access with the boat, and do an invasive study in
the water at nocharge, make recommendations forcleanup and alsoengage in the cleanup ofthe water
and along the shoreline. Ispoke with theperson the exhibit and I happen to know the personwho heads
it up, Greg Bugbee who's in the soils department and he has been doing this for quite sometime. So I
asked how we proceed with this and they said give usa call, give us the acreage ofthe pond, where it
is and as long as we have a boat access to get in there, we will do the study for your municipality. So,
I'm asking the commission ifyou would like me to pursue this further, make contact with the
organization, and/or should we make contact first with some departments in the town of Newington that
should be aware of this and support it if they would. Which I think would be the parks and recreation
department. For certain, the town manager should also be spokento. I'msure thiswould a venue and
notjust showing up with a boat and going in the water.So, I'd like an opiniononhow we should
pursue this potential for our pond which could use a good clean-up, evaluation and survey. So, I'd like
to hear from the commissioners.
Chairman Sadil: Doyou think this would be for Mill Pond, what type of asset would we want
to inspect, the Mill Pond itself.
Commissioner Paskewich; Yes, I'm thinking Mill Pond itself.
Chairman Sadil: You said it's free ofcharge.
Commissioner Paskewich: As far as I know, yes. The state supports it. They do this generally
ofcourse in the summer so you get on a list and if we move forwardwith this soon or at some point
willcould be put on the list.
Commissioner Bachand; Mr. Chairman.JohnBachand.
Chairman Sadil: Go ahead.
Commissioner Bachand; I don't see a downside. Are we talking about water quality and also
environmental recommendations for improvements.
Commissioner Paskewich: well, I'd rather get in writing from them exactly what they are
to
going look at, recommend to do and how to go about it. I don't have that in my hands at this point.
I'mjust looking to make a call to them and say we have an interest and pleasesend us somenarrative
information on this survey. You know, a real supporting document so that we can read it and go over
it.
Commissioner Bachand: You mean before we commit to having them come out.
Commissioner Paskewich: Yes, ofcourse.
Chainnan Sadil: I think it's more information details.
E. Hinckley: What I would recommend Alan, perhaps ifthe commission is interested, perhaps
you can get the gentlemen to give us a presentation at one of the commission meetings.
Commissioner Paskewich: I don't' know if he has the time to come out and do that. He's a soil
analyst in his department and he's been doing this for quite some time. He's busy, busy, busy. I don't
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think he's going to be able to come. I think that contacting him to say we are interested, can you please
send us the information that we need to look at and give it to our agents also in the town hall to look at.
E. Hinckley: Ok. I think Ms. Budrejko has her hand raised.
Chairman Sadil: Go ahead.
Councilor Budrejko: If you don't mind, you were mentioning Mill Pond. But it might not be a
bad idea to also consider Churchill since that is one of our two premier parks.
Speaker: That's true.
Commissioner Paskewich: Yeah, I agree. Yeah, we'll look at both ponds certainly.
Commissioner Conway; This is Commissioner Conway. I think that's a fantastic idea and I
thank you for taking this initiative and if it mdve through the proper channels in the town, everyone
know and approving ofmoving forward with this, I think this is a great idea.
Chairman Sadil; So, Alan, please proceed and report back next month and we will evaluate
what you find.
Commissioner Paskewich: I will do that. Thank you.
Chairman Sadil: Okay, ifthere's nothing else for this evening,
Commissioner Bachand: Mr. Chairman, Ijust want to share one thing. Ajar ofhoney from we
were talkingabout that aviary of that property there, so without getting into too much detail, that is the
same property we were talking about. It's probably about 30 years old here. That's when honey was $2
ajar too.
Chairman Sadil: May have a motion to adjourn.
IX.

ADJOURNMENT

Commissioner Bachand made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 9; 13 p.m. Seconded by
Commissioner Conway. Motion passed unanimously.
Respectfully submitted,
~'\
•';•
//
^.,-^UO/K. )v l>t
SusanGibfibn
Recording Secretary
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TOWN OF NEWINGTON
200 Garfield Street Newington, Connecticut 06111

Town Planner
Memorandum
To:

Conservation Commission

From:

Erik S. Hinckley, Asst. Town Planner/Inland Wetland Agent

Date:

September 10, 2021

Re:

Culver Street Properties (35, 67, and 69 Culver St and 258 Deming Street) – Wetland
Application 2021-23

Staff Report:
The applicant is applying for a wetland permit for construction activities within the regulated area at 35,
67, 69 Culver Street, and 258 Deming Street.
Combined these parcels contain approx. 26.25 acres. The onsite wetland areas total 2.48 acres and the
upland review area (URA) totals 8.69 acres. The applicant flagged the wetlands on the property, there was
little deviation from the Town mapping so they will not be seeking a wetland map amendment. The
submitted plans do indicate both the Town wetland and flagged wetland lines for your review (see sheets
5 and 6).
As proposed this application would only disturb 1.06 acres of URA during the construction process. No
wetlands will be disturbed. The majority of the disturbance is for grading only to facilitate construction of
buildings and parking areas near the URA and for the removal of existing buildings and foundations as
needed. The only encroachments into the URA will be; a small portion of building 2, drainage outfalls,
and a portion of an underground detention system. The limits of clearing for this project in most cases is
coincident with the URA line and only minor clearing within the regulated area is required for this
project. Additionally, a number of buildings and foundations that currently exist within the regulated area
will be removed and not replaced.
The applicant also retained the firm of Soil Science and Environmental Services, Inc. (SSES) to review
the site and provide recommendations and opinions. In regards to wildlife on the site the following
statement is made (page 12):
“SSES reviewed the December 2020 CT Department of Energy and Environmental Protection
(DEEP) Natural Diversity Data Base (NDDB) division map available on-line for the site and
immediate vicinity. The map indicates that no known listed Federal and/or State listed
Endangered, Threatened, or Special Concern Species have been documented on or near the
project site”
Their statement in regards to the impacts to the Regulated Area is as follows (page 13):

Phone: (860) 665-8575 Fax: (860) 665-8577
townplanner@newingtonct.gov
www.newingtonct.gov

“After inspecting the project site and reviewing the plan sheets, it is our professional opinion
that the proposed activities within the regulated upland review area will not have a significant
adverse impact on the limited functions provided by the wetlands”
The Commission should also review the recommendations for the site from this report as noted on page
13 to discuss with the applicant as needed. These recommendations seem reasonable for the site and they
could be conditions of approval if the Commission feels they are necessary.
Engineering staff is currently reviewing the plans for the drainage components of this project. Once that
review is complete comments will be generated and sent to the applicant for revisions to the plans as
needed and submit revised plans.
The applicant has been attentive to the locations of the regulated areas on the property and the plans
demonstrate minimal disturbance of the regulated areas on the site. As documented the proposed activities
will not have a significant impact to the regulated area and staff recommends approval.
Commission:
In reviewing this application, the commission should consider the criteria for Considerations for Decision
in section 10.2 of the regulations (attached for your review).
10.2 In carrying out the purposes and policies of sections 22a-36 through 22a-45, inclusive, of the
Connecticut General Statutes, including matters relating to regulating, licensing and enforcing of the
provisions thereof, the Agency shall take into consideration all relevant facts and circumstances,
including but not limited to:
a. ......... the environmental impact of the proposed regulated activity on wetlands or watercourses;
b. ......... the applicant’s purpose for, and any feasible and prudent alternatives to, the proposed regulated
activity which alternatives would cause less or no environmental impact to wetlands or watercourses
(such alternatives may include low impact development techniques);
c. ......... the relationship between the short term and long term impacts of the proposed regulated activity
on wetlands or watercourses and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity of such
wetlands or watercourses;
d. ......... irreversible and irretrievable loss of wetland or watercourse resources which would be caused by
the proposed regulated activity, including the extent to which such activity would foreclose a future
ability to protect, enhance or restore such resources, and any mitigation measures, including low impact
development techniques, which may be considered as a condition of issuing a permit for such activity
including, but not limited to, measures to (1) prevent or minimize pollution or other environmental
damage, (2) maintain or enhance existing environmental quality, or (3) in the following order of priority:
restore, enhance and create productive wetland or watercourse resources;
e. ......... the character and degree of injury to, or interference with, safety, health or the reasonable use of
property which is caused or threatened by the proposed regulated activity; and
f. .......... impacts of the proposed regulated activity on wetlands or watercourses outside the area for
which the activity is proposed and future activities associated with or reasonably related to, the proposed
regulated activity which are made inevitable by the proposed regulated activity and which may have an
impact on wetlands or watercourses.

June 23, 2021

ATTN: Alan Bongiovanni
The Bongiovanni Group, Inc.
170 Pane Road – 2nd Floor
Newington, CT 06111

RE:

Wetland Assessment Report
Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

Dear Mr. Bongiovanni:
In accordance with your request, Jennifer Beno, Biologist/Wetland Scientist, with Soil
Science and Environmental Services, Inc. (SSES) inspected the wetlands on the project site
on March 16, April 6, and April 21, 2021. The project site consists of four lots which include
35 Culver Street, 67 Culver Street, and 69 Culver Street, and 258 Deming Street. The
purpose of the inspections was to observe the existing conditions (vegetation and wildlife)
and primary functions associated with the wetlands and watercourses on the project site.
We reviewed the Layout and Grading plan sheets titled ”Culver Street Apartments, 35, 67, &
69 Culver Street & 258 Deming Street, Newington, Connecticut,” dated 6-4-21 that were
prepared by The Bongiovanni Group, Inc. in order to determine potential impacts to
wetlands and upland review areas.
General Site Description
The project site is located between commercial and high-density residential use areas in the
southeastern portion of Newington (Figure 1). The site is bordered by Deming Road and
commercial businesses to the north, by Culvert Street and apartments to the east, by
wooded upland and condominiums to the south, and by commercial development off of
Berlin Turnpike (Route 15/5) to the west. The project site consists of fallow farmland. A
vacant house exists in the northeast corner of the property and several old out-buildings are
present in the north-central portion of the property. The uplands on the property are
dominated by dense scrub-shrub (brushy) growth and some wooded areas. The vegetation
growth within the shrub-scrub dominated areas is very dense and is dominated by tatarian
honeysuckle, raspberry, multiflora rose, olive, staghorn sumac, burning bush, apple trees,
grasses, Queen Ann’s lace, goldenrod, mugwort, burning bush, pokeweed, garlic mustard,
thistle, and bittersweet.

Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT
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Date 4/9/21

Figure No. 1

Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

The wooded upland areas on the property are narrow and provide dense tree canopy cover
and moderately dense to dense shrub and herbaceous understory growth. The dominant
vegetation observed within the wooded upland areas includes maples, oaks, cotton wood,
black cherry, black birch, sycamore, beech, hemlock, yellow birch, shagbark hickory, locust,
catalpa, tree of heaven, white ash, sassafras, Japanese barberry, tatarian honeysuckle,
olive, multiflora rose, privet, burning bush, and grasses. See Figure 2 for the approximate
locations of the existing conditions observed during the inspections.

Vacant house in northeastern portion of property (3/16/2021).
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Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

Typical old out-buildings in north central portion of property (3/16/2021).

Overgrown farm land and narrow woodland in background (3/16/2021).
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Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

Young woodland in southeastern portion of property (3/16/2021).

Woodland in southern portion of property (3/16/2021).
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Figure 2 – Existing Conditions (base map from Newington GIS website)
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Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

Regulated Wetland and Watercourse Description
In January 2021, Scott Stevens, Registered Professional Soil Scientist with SSES,
delineated three wetlands on the proposed project site (Figure 2). One wetland is located
across the northern portion of the property. The second wetland is located across the
southern portion of the property. And the third wetland is located in the southwest-central
portion of the property near Lowe’s. See Wetland Delineation Report (under separate
cover) for soils information.
Northern Wetland
A narrow wetland and watercourse corridor, including a small pond, exists across the
northern portion of the property and is dominated by an open water pond and a complex of
densely vegetated palustrine scrub-shrub and palustrine forested wetland communities.
The wetland corridor is bordered by fallow farmland to the north and south, by the vacant
house to the northeast, by Culver Street to the east, and by a culvert, fill and the paved
driveway on the Lowe’s property to the west.
A pond is present within the eastern portion of the wetland corridor near Culver Street and
the vacant house. The depth of water is unknown. Water flows westerly out of the old pond
through a narrow (approximately 10-feet wide) watercourse channel into a culvert under the
Lowe’s driveway and into a pond located on the Lowe’s property. Some bank undercutting
was observed along the watercourse channel on the project site. A narrow wooded wetland
community exists along the watercourse channel and is dominated by red maple, elm, pin
oak, black willow, multiflora rose, silky dogwood, willow, sensitive fern, soft rush, sedges,
grape, and bittersweet.
Two small lobes extend to the north and away from the wooded wetland and watercourse
channel. Water was observed seeping out of the ground within these lobe areas during the
inspections. Dense shrub and herbaceous growth was observed within the small lobes and
is dominated by multiflora rose, raspberry, silky dogwood, willow, mugwort, sensitive fern,
purple loosestrife, garlic mustard and field garlic.
The primary functions associated with the Northern Wetland include groundwater discharge,
sediment and nutrient retention and removal, shoreline stabilization, and wildlife habitat.
Some finfish habitat may be present within the pond. The functions provided by this narrow
wetland and watercourse corridor are limited due to the small size of the wetland, its narrow
shape, and its proximity to former and on-going activities and disturbances in the adjacent
uplands. A Highway Methodology form with supporting documentation (vegetation and
wildlife lists) was completed for this wetland area and is included at the end of this report.
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Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

Pond in northeastern portion of property adjacent to vacant house and Culver Street (3/16/2021).

Lobe

Narrow wetland and watercourse corridor in northern portion of property. Note car on Deming Street in upper
left corner of picture (3/16/2021).
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Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

Southern Wetland
A narrow wetland and watercourse corridor exists in the southern portion of the property and
is dominated by a palustrine forested wetland community. The wetland and watercourse
corridor is bordered by steeply sloping wooded upland to the north, by Culver Street to the
east, by steeply sloping wooded upland and condominiums to the south, and by commercial
development to the west. Water flows into the wetland and watercourse corridor from two
culvert pipes located under Culver Street. Water flows westerly through the site within an
approximately 10- to 20-foot-wide watercourse channel. Bank erosion was observed along
the channel. It appears that rip rap was placed on the banks of the watercourse near Culver
Street in order to provide stabilization. However, most of it had fallen into the watercourse
channel. Miscellaneous garbage and debris, including a blue tarp, plastic bottles, and a
string of decorative lights, were observed in the watercourse channel near Culver Street.
The wooded wetland and watercourse community is narrow and is dominate by red maple,
elm, yellow birch, spicebush, multiflora rose, garlic mustard, skink cabbage, sedges, and
manna grass.

Culvert pipes at east end of southern wetland corridor. Culver Street at top of picture (3/16/2021).
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Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

Eroded stream bank - eastern portion of southern wetland corridor near Culver Street (3/16/2021).

The primary functions associated with the Southern Wetland include groundwater discharge,
sediment and nutrient retention and removal, shoreline stabilization and wildlife habitat. The
functions associated with this wetland and watercourse are limited due to its small size and
narrow shape. A Highway Methodology form with supporting documentation (vegetation and
wildlife lists) was completed for this wetland area and is included at the end of this report.
Southwest-central Wetland
A small, isolated wetland was delineated along the southwest-central property boundary with
Lowe’s. This wetland area is bordered by steeply sloping wooded upland to the north, east,
and south, and by Lowe’s to the west. An old farm dump (including metal products, glass
items, wire fence, and other miscellaneous debris) is located on the steep slope to the north,
and northeast of the wetland. According to Alan Bongiovanni, material was previously
excavated from this area some time during the development of adjacent properties. Rainfall
and surface water runoff from the adjacent uplands contribute to this wetland. Over time,
palustrine scrub-shrub and palustrine emergent (shallow marsh) wetland communities have
developed within the central portion of the wetland area. A narrow palustrine forested
wetland community has developed along the perimeter of the scrub-shrub and shallow marsh
communities. During the March 16, 2021 inspection I observed standing water (of unknown
depth) and ice cover.
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Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

The dominant vegetation observed within the wetland includes buttonbush, silky dogwood,
spicebush, willow, false nettle, sedges, willowherb, and red maple.
During subsequent inspections of this wetland area on April 6 and 21, 2021, I observed
between 4 and 12” on standing water within the central portion of the wetland. Approximately
20 wood frog egg masses were observed within approximately 6-inches of standing water
during the April 6th inspection and several tadpoles were observed within the wetland during
the April 21, 2021 inspection. The presence of the egg masses and tadpoles indicate that
the wetland area provides some vernal pool, or amphibian breeding, habitat. However, since
not many egg masses or tadpoles were observed within the wetland during the April
inspections it is our professional opinion that the quality of the habitat for breeding
amphibians is limited. The habitat is limited due to the significant disturbances, farm dump
and Lowe’s development, within the adjacent uplands.
The primary functions associated with the Southwest-central Wetland include groundwater
discharge, sediment and nutrient retention and removal, water detention, and wildlife habitat.
The functions provided by this wetland area are limited due to its isolation from other wetland
and watercourse systems, its small size, and its location near disturbed upland areas. A
Highway Methodology form with supporting documentation (vegetation and wildlife lists) was
completed for this wetland area and is included at the end of this report.

Southwest-central wetland. Note miscellaneous debris within wetland along edge of water/ice (3/16/2021).
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Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

Wildlife
Wildlife observed utilizing the project site during the March and April 2021 inspections
include deer (tracks and scat), red winged blackbird, northern cardinal, blue jay, downy
woodpecker, chickadee, grackle, phoebe, goldfinch, Carolina wren, robin, mourning dove,
wood frog (egg masses and tadpoles), water striders, caddisfly (larvae), and mosquitoes
(larvae). These species are common in CT. In addition to the site inspection, SSES
reviewed the December 2020 CT Department of Energy and Environmental Protection
(DEEP) Natural Diversity Data Base (NDDB) division map available on-line for the site and
immediate vicinity. The map indicates that no known listed Federal and/or State listed
Endangered, Threatened, or Special Concern Species have been documented on or near
the project site. See included map – Appendix II.
Impacts to Regulated Wetlands and Watercourses
We reviewed the Layout and Grading plan sheets titled ”Culver Street Apartments, 35, 67, &
69 Culver Street & 258 Deming Street, Newington, Connecticut,” dated 6-4-21 that were
prepared by The Bongiovanni Group, Inc. in order to determine potential impacts to
wetlands and upland review areas.
According to the plan sheets, there will be no direct impacts to wetlands caused by the
development of the proposed project.
According to the plan sheets there will be impacts to the upland review areas. According to
The Bongiovanni Group, Inc., there will be approximately 0.5134 acre of disturbance to the
upland review area caused by clearing, grading, and activities associated with the
construction of four of the proposed apartment buildings as well as some paved
driveway/parking areas. According to Bongiovanni Group, Inc. this is + 6% of the
approximately 8.4461 acres of upland review area on the project site. The closest edge of
clearing will be approximately 50-feet from the Southern Wetland. The minor activities
within the upland review area will result in the removal of existing vegetation.
A potential impact that could result from the upland review area clearing includes accidental
human intrusion into the wetlands. However, in most areas of the site, the remaining upland
vegetation is very dense and is not easily traversed. There also is the potential for minimal
increased sunlight into the Southern Wetland. However, this impact is anticipated to be
relatively minor since the narrow wetland is located at the bottom of a steep wooded slope
which provides shade.
To reduce the potential for these impacts, SSES recommends that native, non-invasive
trees and shrubs be installed along the edge of clearing closest to the wetlands. The
plantings will supplement the existing vegetation and will provide a natural screen protecting
the wetland areas and will provide wildlife habitat.
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Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT

After inspecting the project site and reviewing the plan sheets, it is our professional opinion
that the proposed activities within the regulated upland review area will not have a
significant adverse impact on the limited functions provided by the wetlands as long as the
project is developed in accordance with the reviewed plans and the stormwater treatment
and erosion and sedimentation control measures approved by the Town of Newington are
properly installed and maintained.
Recommendations
SSES recommends that native, non-invasive shrub and/or tree plantings be installed where
possible within the upland review area along the edge of disturbance where clearing is
closest to the wetlands. The plantings would provide wildlife habitat and a natural screen.
SSES recommends that all erosion and sedimentation control measures approved by the
Town be installed and maintained properly throughout the duration of the project.
SSES recommends that invasive species be removed from the upland review area planting
sites for a period of five years. Invasive species were observed on the property and likely
will begin to colonize and out-compete the planted native trees and shrubs if the planting
areas are not maintained. An agent for the applicant/property owner should conduct
inspections during the early and late growing season and any observed invasive species
should be removed from the planting areas and disposed of properly. Maintenance, such as
cutting back volunteer species from around any planted shrubs and trees, may be
necessary until the planted vegetation can compete with the volunteer species and are not
over-topped and shaded.
Finally, SSES recommends that an inspection of the planting areas be conducted by a
biologist immediately following plant installation to document the placement and vigor of the
tree and shrub plantings. Additional inspections of the planting areas should be conducted
during the growing season for five subsequent years to ascertain survival rates, soil
stabilization, and invasive species maintenance. Copies of the reports documenting the
findings from the inspections should be provided to the Town of Newington Inland Wetlands
Commission. If the mortality rate of the plantings is greater than 15%, the plantings should
be replaced.
Respectfully submitted,
SOIL SCIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC.

Jennifer L. Beno
Biologist/Wetland Scientist
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Appendix I: Highway Methodology Data Forms and Supporting Documents1

1

US Army Corps of Engineers New England. The Highway Methodology Workbook Supplement, Wetland Functions
and Values: A Descriptive Approach. Brochure NAEEP-360-1-30a. September 1999.
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Table: WETLAND FUNCTION-VALUE EVALUATION FORM
Northern Wetland Area – Proposed Haltner Estates, Culver Street
Wetland I.D.
Newington, CT
Total area of wetland
Adjacent land use:

Human made? Partially

Is wetland part of a wildlife corridor? Yes

Or a “habitat island? No

Distance to nearest roadway or development

fill; road; old farmland

Dominant wetland systems present Open Water/ PFO1E/PSS1E
Is the wetland a separate hydraulic system?

No

How many tributaries contribute to the wetland? 1

0’ (fill/road)

Contiguous undeveloped buffer zone present

No

If not, where does the wetland lie in the drainage basin? Upper
Wildlife & vegetation diversity/abundance (see attached)

Lat. +41.66153°N Long. +72.71848°W
Prepared by JLB Date 3/16/2021
Wetland Impact:
Type:
none
Area: 0
Evaluation based on:
Office Y
Field Y
Corps manual wetland delineation
Completed? Y
N X

Occurrence Rationale
Function/Value
Y
N (Reference #)*
Groundwater Recharge/Discharge X
7,11,13,15
Floodflow Alteration
Fish and Shellfish Habitat
Sediment/Toxicant Retention
Nutrient Removal
Production Export
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization
Wildlife Habitat
Recreation
Educational Scientific Value
Uniqueness/Heritage
Visual Quality/Aesthetics
ES Endangered Species Habitat

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Principal
Function(s)/Value(s)
Comments
X Water quality designated as Class GA within the area of the project site. Seeps
observed.
2,4,5,9,10,13,18
Limited. Although associated with watercourse, wetland is very narrow.
4,7,8,14,17
No finfish observed. Perennial watercourse is narrow and shallow.
1,2,4,8,9,10
X Limited. Wetland is very narrow. Minimal opportunity for sediments to settle out.
3,4,7, 8,9,10
X Limited. Wetland is very narrow.
1,2,4,5,7,8,10,14
Nutrients are exported via the perennial watercourse.
1,2,4,6,8,9,13
X Very narrow wetland provides shoreline stabilization.
2,6,7,8,11,13,15,16,17 X Wetland dominated by open water and wooded swamp and shrub swamp communities
with areas of dense, diverse vegetation.
none
Private property.
none
Private property.
1,2,5,7,17,18,21,22,23
Wetland is located in is a developed area.
9,11
none

Pond and watercourse contrast with adjacent development and overgrown farmland.
None observed. *CT DEEP Natural Diversity Data Base map indicates no known
listed species on/near the project area. See map dated December 2020. Appendix II.

Other
* REFER TO BACK UP LIST OF CONSIDERATIONS (FOLLOWING)
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Table: WETLAND FUNCTION-VALUE EVALUATION FORM
Southern Wetland Area – Proposed Haltner Estates, Culver Street
Wetland I.D.
Newington, CT
Total area of wetland
Adjacent land use:

Human made?

PFO1E

Is the wetland a separate hydraulic system?

No

How many tributaries contribute to the wetland? 1

Occurrence
Function/Value
Y
N
Groundwater Recharge/Discharge X
Floodflow Alteration
X
Fish and Shellfish Habitat
X
Sediment/Toxicant Retention
X
Nutrient Removal
X
Production Export
X
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization
X
Wildlife Habitat
Recreation
Educational Scientific Value
Uniqueness/Heritage

X

Visual Quality/Aesthetics
ES Endangered Species Habitat

X

Is wetland part of a wildlife corridor? Yes

Distance to nearest roadway or development

fill; road; wooded upland

Dominant wetland systems present

No

X
X
X

X

0’ (fill/road)

Contiguous undeveloped buffer zone present

No

If not, where does the wetland lie in the drainage basin?

Upper

Wildlife & vegetation diversity/abundance (see attached)

Lat. +41.65855°N Long. +72.71733°W
Prepared by JLB Date 3/16/2021
Wetland Impact:
Type:
none
Area: 0
Evaluation based on:
Office Y
Field Y
Corps manual wetland delineation
Completed? Y
N X

Rationale
(Reference #)*
7,11,15
2,4,5,9,10,13
4,7,8,14,17
1,2,4,8,10
3,4,5,7, 10
1,2,4,5,8,10,14
1,2,4,6,8,9,14

Principal
Function(s)/Value(s)
Comments
X Water quality designated as Class GA within the area of the project site.
Limited. Although associated with watercourse, wetland is very narrow.
No finfish observed. Perennial watercourse is narrow and shallow.
X Limited. Wetland is very narrow. Minimal opportunity for sediments to settle out.
X Limited. Wetland is very narrow.
Nutrients are exported via the perennial watercourse.
X Very narrow wetland provides shoreline stabilization. Bank erosion was observed in the
Eastern portion of this wetland.
2,6,7,8,11,15,16,17
X Wetland dominated by wooded swamp.
none
Private property.
none
Private property.
1,2,5,14,17,18,22
Wetland is located in is a developed area.
9,11,12
none

Watercourse contrasts with adjacent woodland.
None observed. *CT DEEP Natural Diversity Data Base map indicates no known
listed species on/near the project area. See map dated December 2020. Appendix II.

Other
* REFER TO BACK UP LIST OF CONSIDERATIONS (FOLLOWING)
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Or a “habitat island? No
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Table: WETLAND FUNCTION-VALUE EVALUATION FORM
Southwest-Central Wetland Area – Proposed Haltner Estates, Culver Street
Wetland I.D.
Newington, CT
Total area of wetland
Adjacent land use:

Human made?

Yes

Is wetland part of a wildlife corridor? No

Distance to nearest roadway or development

wooded upland; commercial

Dominant wetland systems present PEM2E/ PSS1E/PFO1E
Is the wetland a separate hydraulic system?

Or a “habitat island? Yes

Yes

How many tributaries contribute to the wetland? 0

Occurrence
Function/Value
Y
N
Groundwater Recharge/Discharge X
Floodflow Alteration
X

40’ (paved parking)

Contiguous undeveloped buffer zone present

If not, where does the wetland lie in the drainage basin?
Wildlife & vegetation diversity/abundance (see attached)

No

Lat. +41.65944°N Long. +72.71889°W
Prepared by JLB Date 3/16/2021
Wetland Impact:
Type:
none
Area: 0
Evaluation based on:
Office Y
Field Y
Corps manual wetland delineation
Completed? Y
N X

Recreation
Educational Scientific Value
Uniqueness/Heritage

X

Principal
Function(s)/Value(s)
Comments
X Water quality designated as Class GA within the area of the project site.
No watercourse. Located in old excavation. Detains surface water runoff from adjacent
uplands.
none
Shallow water. No perennial watercourse or waterbody.
4,5,8,9
X Limited. No significant sources in small watershed.
3,5,7, 8,9,10,11
X Limited. No significant sources in small watershed. Dense vegetation.
none
Not associated with a perennial watercourse. Nutrients are attenuated by the wetland.
none
Not associated with a perennial watercourse.
2,7,8,13,14,15,16,17,19, X Wetland dominated by shallow marsh, shrub swamp and wooded swamp communities
20
with dense, diverse vegetation.
none
Private property.
none
Private property.
1,2,4,5,12,13,17,18
Wetland is located in is a developed area.

Visual Quality/Aesthetics

X

1,2,3,6,9,11,12

Fish and Shellfish Habitat
Sediment/Toxicant Retention
Nutrient Removal
Production Export
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization
Wildlife Habitat

ES Endangered Species Habitat

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Rationale
(Reference #)*
11,15
2,4,5,7,9,18

none

Wetland is situated in an old excavation and contrasts with the surrounding steeply
sloping wooded upland.
None observed. *CT DEEP Natural Diversity Data Base map indicates no known
listed species on/near the project area. See map dated December 2020. Appendix II.

Other
* REFER TO BACK UP LIST OF CONSIDERATIONS (FOLLOWING)
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Dominant Wetland Vegetation Inventory
(March 16, April 6, and April 21, 2021)
Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT
Scientific Name

Common Name

Indicator
Status

Wetland
Community*

Trees
Acer platanoides -I**
Acer rubrum
Acer saccharum
Betula alleghaniensis
Betula lenta
Fraxinus americana
Quercus palustris
Salix nigra
Sassafras albidum
Ulmus rubra

Norway maple
red maple
sugar maple
yellow birch
black birch
white ash
pin oak
black willow
sassafras
elm

UPL
FAC
FACU
FAC
FACU
FACU
FACW
OBL
FACU
FAC

N
N, S, SWC
N, S
S
S
SWC
N
N
SWC
N, S

Saplings/Shrubs
Berberis thunbergii -I
Cephalanthus occidentalis
Cornus amomum
Euonymus alatus -I
Lindera benzoin
Rosa multiflora -I
Rubus sp.
Salix sp.

Japanese barberry
buttonbush
silky dogwood
burning bush
spicebush
multiflora rose
raspberry
willow

FACU
OBL
FACW
FACU
FACW
FACU
FACU
FACW

S
SWC
N, SWC
S
S, SWC
N, S
N, SWC
N, SWC

Herbaceous
Alliaria petiolate -I
Allium vineale
Artemisia vulgaris -I
Boehmeria cylindrical
Carex sp.
Epilobium sp
Glyceria striata
Juncus effusus
Lythrum salicaria -I
Onoclea sensibilis
Polystichum acrostichoides
Symplocarpus foetidus

garlic mustard
wild garlic
mugwort
false nettle
sedges
willowherb
manna grass
soft rush
purple loosestrife
sensitive fern
Christmas fern
skunk cabbage

FACU
FACU
UPL
OBL
FACW/OBL
OBL
OBL
OBL
FACW
FACW
FACU
OBL

N, S, SWC
N
N
SWC
N, S, SWC
SWC
S
N
N
N
SWC
S

Lianas
Celastrus orbiculatus -I
Vitis sp.

oriental bittersweet
grape

UPL
---------

N, SWC
N, SWC

* N – Northern Wetland; S – Southern Wetland; SWC – Southwest-central Wetland
** considered to be an invasive species in CT
Indicator Status: From the “NWPL-National Wetland Plant List, Northcentral and Northeast 2016 Regional Wetland Plant List”
published by the US Army Corps of Engineers.
OBL: obligate wetland; almost always occur in wetland / FACW: facultative wetland; usually occur in wetland, but may occur in
non-wetland / FAC: occur in wetland and non-wetland / FACU: usually occur in non-wetland, but may occur in wetland /
UPL : almost never occur in wetland
Inventory includes the dominant species that were identified within the wetlands on the project site during the inspections.
This list is not all-inclusive
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Dominant Wildlife Inventory (March 16, April 6, and April 21, 2021)
Proposed “Haltner Estates,” Culver Street, Newington, CT
Agelaius phoeniceus
Aquarius remiges
Cardinalis cardinalis
Cyanocitta cristata
Odocoileus virginianus
Lithobates sylvaticus
Picoides pubescens
Poecile atricapillus
Quiscalus quiscula
Sayornis phoebe
Spinus tristis
Thryothorus ludovicianus
Trichoptera sp.
Turdus migratorius
Zenaida macroura

red-winged blackbird
common water strider
northern cardinal
blue jay
white-tailed deer (tracks and scat)
wood frog
downy woodpecker
black capped chickadee
common grackle
eastern phoebe
American goldfinch
Carolina wren
caddisfly
American robin
mourning dove
mosquitoes

Inventory includes those species that were observed during the March and April 2021 inspections
and is not a comprehensive list.
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Appendix II: Natural Diversity Data Base
December 2020 Map
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Portion of State of CT DEEP Natural Diversity Data Base Map, Newington, CT
Dated December 2020
Map indicates no known populations of Endangered, Threatened or Special Concern Species or significant
natural communities on or adjacent to the project area.

Project Area
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